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INTRODUCTION

Relevance of the topic and degree of its development. The 17th century covers a period of the 17th-18th centuries being the first half-stage of the last phase of our literary language’s writing period. This period is extremely controversial on issues surrounding the language, and extremely tense in the term of a socio-political point of view. In the context of this intense policy, one of the actual issues is to resolve the existing linguistic disputes and clarify the position of the Azerbaijani language. The 17th-18th centuries are considered as a period of nationalization. Namely, in the 17th century determined by intra-linguistic development and taken its beginning from this historical stage differentiation, stabilization, and democratization, oriented in a chain to the 18th century, it cultivates the peak point of that nationalization. That is, if differentiation is the basis for stabilization, both processes pave the way for democratization, and as a result, this unified triad process allows to the nationalization, which is transmitted through the 17th century to the 18th century and peaks in this century. If we take into account that all centuries are interconnected with each other, it means that without the study of the literary language of Azerbaijan in the 17th century, which is a historical stage of our literary language, in general, it is impossible to fully study the historical development of our language. This research goes primarily through the study of literary language norms. Because the involvement phonetic, lexical and grammatical norms in the research separately is more actual to bring clarity to the independence, leading and sustainability of the Azerbaijani language against the background of the controversies of the 17th century.

Object of the research. The main research object of the dissertation is the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, which covers a century of the nationalization phase.

Subject of the research is the phonetic, lexical and grammatical norms of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. For studying the norms of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, the main factual language material is the fictional works of
outstanding word masters, representatives of this period, partly, scientific and official-epistolary style samples.

The aim and objectives of the research. The main purpose of the research, in general, is to study the phonetic, lexical and grammatical norms on a scientific basis that form a microsystem on the structural-form side of the Azerbaijani literary language norm of the 17th century. For this purpose, the following have been implemented:

- First of all, it consists of following the intra-linguistic processes that were the basis of innovation in the 17th century and realizing its assurance and defining it concretely;
- To identify the source of influence of new processes such as differentiation, stabilization, democratization, nationalization occurring within the language, to study these processes in a compact way, not in isolation from each other;
- As the 17th century playing as a role of bridge between the 16th and 18th centuries, to follow the processes against the background of the unity of tradition and innovation;
- To determine the direction of development of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language;
- To study and reveal the concepts of “leading language”, “leading meter”, “leading style”, being in a chain relationship with each other in the variability of the norm, which is a historical category;
- To involve research the phonetic norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language in connection with the orthographic norm and to determine the specifics of the orthographic norm in the study of the phonetic norm;
- To pay attention to the issue of alternating variativity in the phonetic norm, to follow the direction of democratization occurring within the norm and to reveal the main reasons of this;
- To reveal intra-linguistic and extra-linguistic factors in the study of the lexical norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century;
- To explain the lexical-semantic landscape of the period, to follow the role and degree of activity of lexical units and common
borrowings of Turkic origin in the component democratism of homonyms, synonyms and antonyms, as well as the increase of phraseme potential;

- To emphasize systemically the process of archaicization that namely began in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, to follow the later fate of the Turkic and foreign lexical samples in the archaic layer, to reveal the historical traces of most of the lexemes of national origin that have passed their time, in fact, by determining their secret protection place in our modern language;

- To follow the word-formation process in the Azerbaijani literary language of 17th century by traditional ways, to pay attention to the synthesis of national language facts with foreign ones, to determine the scope of the new vocabulary in morphological word-formation, to group suffix morphemes involved in the word-formation process according to their national and foreign structure, percentage of rate in word-forming, activity and inactivity;

- Involving scientific research comprehensively morphological and syntactic norms, which are components of the structural-form side of the norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, to reveal the existence of the Chagatai language facts as well as the Oghuz elements, and to determine the arrival reasons for these facts in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language and to reveal the percentage of rate of non-Oghuz language elements;

- To follow the process of democratization in word combinations and to follow the direction of development from abstraction to concreteness, from complexity to simplicity, to bring to attention the reality of democratization occurring even in izafat which is available in the grammatical system of the Azerbaijani literary language of 17th century;

- To show the landscape of forming of the syntactic norm on the national basis;

- To reveal with linguistic facts in a complete and comprehensive way that the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language played the role of a preparatory phase for the 18th century literary language.
Methods of the research. The historical-comparative and descriptive methods have been mainly used in the research. However, statistical and structural analysis methods have been also used at the required points during the research. These haven’t been implemented in isolation from each other, but as a whole, i.e., in a complex way.

Main provisions put forward for defense:
- The 17th century, in general, includes the process of nationalization of the Azerbaijani literary language.
- The 17th century is appreciated in the history of the Azerbaijani literary language as a stage in which new processes identified such as differentiation, stabilization, democratization, reorganization of nationalization.
- The 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is considered to be a transitional stage as it has developed against the background of the unity of tradition and renewal.
- The 17th century includes the change of meter, genre and style realized due to the predominance of the Azerbaijani language, and as a result, directing the Azerbaijani literary language towards the live spoken language, prepares it for the 18th century.
- The study of the phonetic norm of the Azerbaijani literary language in this period of time, especially in parallel with the orthographic norm, on the one hand, despite the long history, 17th century creates conditions for proving the immutability of the phonetic structure of our language, on the other hand compared to modern Azerbaijani literary language allows the identification and presentation of integral and differential properties.
- The lexical norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century allows the study of historical lexicology on a more detailed and scientific basis.
- 17th century creates conditions for determining the homonymy, synonymy, antonymy of words, as well as their place in the phraseological system.
- The study of the later fate of many lexical units that left the language proves that the connection between the 17th century
Azerbaijani literary language and our modern language has not been lost, but rather continuity.

- The presence of recorded uncommon borrowings in the language makes it a reality that they are not able to slow down the new processes that started in the 17th century.

- The everyday lexicon not as a means of creating metaphors any more, but rather its influence to aruz as examples of ordinary lexical language confirms that the nationalization occurring in public opinion is reflected in the language, i.e., in fact, the classical book language falls within the scope of folklore-spoken language’s influence.

- The study of grammatical norms proves, in fact, the stabilized grammatical system of our language, acquired in the 17th century, is a grammatical system that is transferred and normalized to the modern Azerbaijani literary language. This leads to the conclusion that the grammatical system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is the grammatical system of the modern Azerbaijani language itself.

- The study of the norms of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century reveals the reality, in general, national language features underlie normality.

- The results of the research fully prove that we already have stabilized national written literary language during the 17th century.

Scientific novelty of the research. The norms of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century - phonetic, lexical and grammatical norms were fully studied in this research work for the first time. The Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century has been studied in much wider coverage for the first time in terms of language material. The Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century has traditionally been studied based on the language materials by such word masters as Fadai, M. Amani, G. Tabrizi, S. Tabrizi, Masihi, but also for the first time, Rahmati Pasha, Sadig bey Afshar, Tarzi Afshar, Zafar, Majzub, Vahid Qazvini, Shah Abbas Kabir, Shah Abbas Sani, Musahib Ganjavi, Mirza Saleh Tabrizi, Malik bey Avchi, Vaiz Gazvini, Murtuzagulu Sultan Shamlu, Movci, Tasir, Nasha, Safi and others. End of the 16th century from beginning of the 17th century, it was determined that the new intra-linguistic
processes that had been identified and had a direct impact on norm variativity — differentiation, stabilization, and democratization — began at this period of time. The tendency towards live spoken language has been revealed in norm’s democratism. It is defined and presented on the basis of a comparison of the parallels between the classical book language and the folklore spoken language, aruz and syllabic meters, respectively. The most important issue during the study - the democratization that takes place in aruz has been determined and the main reasons for it have been revealed in the 17th century.

For the first time, the phonetic norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language has been fully followed, and this research has been carried out in parallel with the orthographic norm. The existence of new graphic forms in the conventional signs of the vowel system in the text has been identified and presented. The system of consonants has also been involved in a comprehensive analysis, attention is paid to the presence of specific Arabic graphemes in the writing of Turkic origin lexemes, and sometimes it is established by the facts that cause phonematic variativity. All types of the law of harmony - mainly the harmony of vowels, the harmony of consonants as much as the language materials allow, and the harmony of consonants with vowels have been observed. The law of harmony, especially the labial harmony, has been examined from a new angle and the final result has been obtained.

The general landscape of the lexical norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language has been defined, the lexical-semantic system has been studied, the direction of Turkic origin words and even uncommon foreign lexical language facts towards archaicization of the language systematically was first identified and presented in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. Some lexical samples in the archaic layer of our language have even been found out by their historical place in the modern language. New lexical language units, which are a manifestation of innovation in the process of word formation, have been noted and presented. The share of Turkic origination in this process has been determined. While the width of coverage of phraseological combinations in the genres of
folk poetry is a clear reality, the increase of phraseme potential in the language materials with aruz presented of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language was assessed as one of the factors of democratism.

As a result of the study of morphological and syntactic norms, the grammatical system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language has been defined and presented, for the first time, along with the Oghuz elements, non-Oghuz elements - language units belonging to the Chagatai Turkic have been studied and identified and their share in this system has been determined. The predominance of Oghuz elements in the Oghuz // Chagatai parallelity has always been confirmed by factual materials. For the first time, it has been proved factually that such democratization has taken place in the izafat combinations being foreign equivalents of attributive word combinations. This is explained by the increasing degree of understanding of izafats.

In general, both in the phonetic, lexical and grammatical normativeness of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, the predominance of the folklore spoken language was determined, and the entrance of live spoken language to aruz and also the presence of it in aruz’s democratization was revealed. Demonstrating predominancy in language materials written in syllabic meter, arrival of live spoken language facts to aruz that and its stabilization has taken the form of a system since the 17th century has been identified and presented as the main leading feature of this historical period.

Based on stability of fact, the literary language of the 17th century has been introduced for the first time in the history of the Azerbaijani literary language as a transitional stage and has been highlighted against the background of the unity of tradition and renewal. During this historical period, the direction of language towards nationalization has been presented more vividly in reference to the facts. Namely in this direction, the stage of new intra-linguistic processes, which began in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, has been appreciated as a preparatory stage for the 18th century, which reached a peak point in differentiation, stabilization and democratization.
Theoretical and practical significance of the research. The provisions and results of the dissertation can be considered a useful and reliable source for research on the history of language in general, for the study of the history of the Azerbaijani literary language, and for those specializing in historical phonetics, historical lexicology and historical grammar as well.

Approbation and applying of the research. The dissertation work was carried out at the Department of Turkology of Baku State University. The main content of the research has been reflected in the articles published in various scientific journals of our country and abroad, as well as in reports at international congresses and conferences.

Name of the organization where the dissertation has been accomplished. The dissertation was carried out at the Department of Turkology of Baku State University.


GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH

The Introduction of the dissertation states the relevance of the topic, the degree of usage, identifies the subject and object, the aims and objectives, the methods, the main provisions for the defense of the research, the scientific novelty, theoretical and practical significance, validation and applying of the research, gives information on the name of the organization where the dissertation work is performed, the volume of the structural units of the dissertation separately and the total volume with the sign.

The first chapter is entitled “Language landscape of the 17th century and the phonetic norm of the Azerbaijani literary language”. This chapter provides information about the position of the Azerbaijani language, the direction of development, new intra-
linguistic processes occurring in the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century. The phonetic norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is involved in research in parallel with the orthographic norm. A more accurate and comprehensive analysis of these issues is explored in the following four sections.

The first section of the dissertation is entitled “Language policy of the 17th century and nationalization in norm”. It is noted here that each historical period is transferred to the memory of history with its socio-political, economic, historical and cultural content, as well as its own linguistic environment. From this point of view, the 17th century isn’t exception. The 17th century, which is adjacent to the 16th century, on the one hand, as a historical stage attracts attention sharing a tradition but doing preparations for the 18th century with new processes going on inside, and on the other hand feudal wars, invasions by foreign countries, as well as, as a stage in which long-lasting internal strife takes place after death Shah Tahmasp I (1524-1576). The Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century is developing against the background of the unity of tradition and innovation. In other words, it does not completely break away from its antecedent, but prepares in itself the renewal that will be passed on to the next one. This renewal is possible due to new internal processes of language - differentiation, stabilization, democratization. This direction in language marked the way of decline of classical book language. Due to the change of the concept of the leading language in favor of the Azerbaijani language, the folklore-spoken language has entered the path of leading one. Thus, the processes such as reorganization of differentiation, stabilization, democratization, nationalization which occurring in language give a special normality to the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century. The norm of each period is determined on the basis of the literary and fictional language samples created at that time. Representatives of the 17th century also endowed the literary and fictional language with nationalism and democratism, which made it suitable for common understanding. They brought to the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century the language of fairy tales, which began with a standardized title, such as “biri varmış, biri
The most interesting thing is that, the narrative language of Amani such as “Bir qarı kim, xərfliği yar imiş, Beş oğulu və bir ləkü bar imiş...” (Amani), and Fadai such as “Var idi Bəsrədə bir varlı tacir, Ticarət ustasi, kirdarı tacir. Misirdən mal alar, Hində gedərdi, Ticarət məqsədilə seyr edərdi...” took a way to aruz. Masihi, who is known among the word-representatives of the 17th century for his language difficulty, apparently had to turn to the language simplicity after seeing this development of the language such as “Dedüm ki, dərdə eylə dəvə, dedi, ya nəsib. Dedüm ki, əhədə eylə vəfə, dedi, ya nəsib...”. Even the 17th century masters of the word themselves acknowledged this renewal. They had to confirm that this path coming from ud, ney which correspond to the genres of classical poetry, going to saz, which corresponds to the genres of folk poetry, and that the era of saz has already arrived. Masihi said “Ta sınmaya, saxla əldə sazin...”; “Dərd ilə tərənə düzdi sazə”; “Ta kim qoşalar səda o sazə...”; Bir rəng ilə qildi müyə ağaz, Od saldı dili-hilalə ol saz”, and Q.Tabrizi said “Gətir, saqi, şərabi-nab, mütrib, sazinı səz et, Çəkib bir naləvü bülbülləri dört yandan avaz et”. Thus, the leaders of the 17th century fictional style of the set a new trend in the language. However, there is a connection between the language of classical books and the language of folklore. While the former passed on traditional words and expressions, common Arabic and Persian words to the latter, the latter did not grudge them the spirit of a live spoken language. Those that passed from the former were not able to break the barrier of the live spoken language, but simply strengthened their poetic power by expanding the scope of their linguistic richness, and the latter were able to present the linguistic landscape of the 17th century by combining the traditional ones with the live spoken language.

Thus, the classical norm, which demonstrates long-term activity, if it is possible to say so, the “foreign-based norm” from the 17th century gives its place to the “national norm” that reflecting normativeness of the Azerbaijani language, syllabic verse, genres of folk poetry. In all cases, the norm of the literary language of the 17th century ensures the convergence between the oral and written
branches of the literary language and prevents the formation of a gap between them. Thus, this new level of development in normalization directs the literary language of 17th century Azerbaijan to a live spoken language, a process that ends in the late 18th century. It is a reality that the functional-content aspect of the norm, as in different stages of historical development of our language, presents the stylistic definition of the literary language norm in the 17th century too, while the structural-form aspect acts as a system of phonetic-orthographic, lexical and grammatical (morphological and syntactic) norms of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. For the first time, these norms, which define the structural-form aspect of the norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language are involved in research in bulk, which ensures the disclosure of the general content with whole meaning of the 17th century literary language norms.

In the second section of the first chapter “Vowels in the phonetic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language” it is informed that the processes of differentiation, stabilization, democratization and nationalization, founded in the late 16th century, as in all norms of the the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language also take the lead in the phonetic norm. Our classical heritage is read differently by various researchers and textologists and is presented differently to the world of science, as well as to the modern readership. This reveals variativity of lexical units in terms of content that occurring in the context, as well as causes to be formed phonovariants of many lexical units. S. Alizade also supports the idea that the compilers that publishing classical literature, our language and literary historians have an intuitive approach to Arabic graphics, and in the transcription of texts they are based more on personal opinion than on a single scientific-theoretical principle1. Of course, this also manifests itself in the 17th century. Despite the use of Arabic graphemes, in the orthographic norm the classical system always alternates with the folklore-speech system, but the preference is gradually shifted to the latter. That is, the phonetic system also

1 Əlizadə, S. Orta əsrərdə Azərbaycan yazı dili / S.Əlizadə. – Baki: ADU nəşriyyatı, –1985. – s.9
begins to take advantage of this. In general, starting from the 17th century, the “phonetic structure of the language is democratized, nationalized – Turkified” ¹. Not only in the 17th century, but in general, the normalization of the phonetic system of the national literary language of Azerbaijan occurs gradually. One of the main reasons for the delay is the discrepancy between the Arabic graphics system and our national phonographic system. This discrepancy, of course, causes confusion in part. The difficulty is also that, with the exception of “alif” (  ) (it should be noted that there is no concreteness in “alif” in terms of sound it expresses in writing), the other writing marks act as consonant sounds. However, in the writing system of the 17th century, there are also some syncretic graphemes, which are indicators of consonant sounds, and these symbols, in addition to performing their main functions, act as representations of some vowels. We are talking about the fact that these graphemes express both consonant and vowel sounds in writing. These are the letters “waw” ( ﯾ ), “ye” ( ﯿ ) yə “he” ( ﯷ ), that is, “hayi-hawwaz”.

Let’s repeat the well-known fact of the classical language in general, as well as the writing system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, that although long vowels take their place in the writing, short vowels are not reflected. Of course, this belongs to borrowings and has character of system in words of Arabic as well as Persian origin. In lexical units of Turkic origin, when it comes to the use of vowels in writing, there is a sequence. That is, vowels are either spelled or not seen in the spelling system. If we pay attention to the percentage of usage in comparison, the leadership is resolved in favor of those which using in the writing system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. Let’s look at examples: qoyub ─ قویوب könül ─ کونکول sinsiz ─ سینسیز bulmaydur ─ بولمايدور

As can be seen, vowel sounds are reflected in the root morphemes of all presented lexical units. However, in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, there are both word roots

¹ Xudiyev, N. Azərbaycan ədəbi dili tarixi / N.Xudiyev. – Ankara: – 1997. – s.280
(daştüm دشتنوم), and suffixes (köŋlüm كونكلم) that do not reflect vowels.

Sometimes it is also possible to spell the same lexical unit (both the main and auxiliary parts of speech) from the point of view of whether the vowel is written or not: *kimiُ — کميُ (Masihi)

We are also witnessing the formation of phonoparallellity of the same lexical unit according to the vowel phoneme. For example, the pronoun *mən*, which expressing the first person singular, also appears in the writing with the pictorial sign of *min*. The same can be said of the second person singular pronoun *sən*. So, although they are equivalent in terms of content, the spelling of words, of course, is accompanied by variativity. Examples such as *Mən مب // min مين*; *sən سين // sin سين* confirm this. It is possible to present this type of lexical units with many examples. *Kim کیم // küm کوم*; *tik تیک // tək تک*; *qəra قرا // qarə قاره*; *heç هچ // hic هيچ*; *dəxi داعی // dəxi داخی*; *nə نی // ni نی*; *ki کی // ke که // kim کیم* and so on, such facts also indicate the variativity of a language example in writing. It is even noted that sometimes lexical units with the same phonetic form enter the writing system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language with different spellings: *kim کیم — کیمُ, nə نه — نی*; *əla ایلا — ila ایلا*.

The external sound structure of the word in the actual language examples presented, of course, cannot affect the content, it simply changes its phonetic cover. Thus, the content is preserved, and the differences occur on the basis of phonoform. Details from modern language occur based on just one of these parallels. Thus, the definition of the position of the vowels, as well as the diversity of positions provide the differences in terms of the phonetic structure of the word in the phonetic-orthographic system of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century. As a result, this occurs to a greater or lesser extent in the phonoform of a group of lexical samples over a period of time when literary language is spoken, and as a result this reality occurring in the phonetic cover of the word causes the duality, and sometimes even the trinity, that is separated from each other in the spelling of the word. This is accepted to be as a part of the historical
manifestation of the phonetic and orthographic norm of the 17th
century Azerbaijani literary language.

Even the phonetic phenomena that occurring in the phonetic
structure of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century (of
course, related to vowels) affect the existing phonetic cover of the
word, the form of writing. These phonetic phenomena are as follows:

The parallelism of $a \sim o$ informs a duality that occurring in
terms of attitudes towards a group of factual language samples
recorded in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. That is,
the historical and modern views on the issue stands face to face. In
order to explain this issue, the facts recorded from the literary and
fictional samples of the period allow to confirm this. Lexical units
such as $Av$ و $avçular$ ساوچولار; $savurur$ ساوورور; $qavma$
قاوماق; $avuc$ آووج; $aŋa$ آنکا (ona); $anıŋ$ آنینک (onun) ... are the
result of this parallelism in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary
language. With the exception of the two words presented ($aŋa \sim\sim\sim anıŋ$), all the remaining words are the lexical facts of the live spoken
language with these phonetic covers, as they are today. The historical
approach to the problem proves that the use of these words with
the vowel [a] is an older phenomenon, and the transition of [a] to [o]
took place in the later stages of language development. For example,
speaking about the fact that the allomorph $av$ is older than the
phonovariant $ov$, E.Azizov notes that during the period when the
form $ov$ was actively used, the occurrence of the form $av$ in literary
language samples was connected with the writing tradition. Ancient
sources also act as a confirmer of our opinion. As a source, we are
confronted with the ancient phonoform of these lexical units in the
dictionary of words collected by M. Kashgari from the language of
the Turkic tribes. Concretely, the logical conclusion of our thought is
the manifestation of the lexical units with the phonoforms such as
$ovuc$ avut, $ovçu$ awçî, $olvamaq$ awla-, $sovurmaq$ sawur-, as well as
$qovrumaq$, $qovuşmaq$... $kawrul$-, $kawuş$- ... respectively. At present,
they continue their existence in dialects with these phonoforms. ü > i

---

3 Əzizov, E. Azərbaycan dilinin tarixi dialektologiyası / E.Əzizov. – Bakı: Bakı Universiteti nəşriyyatı, – 1999. – s.151
(vüsal  وصال $\rightarrow$ visal: Onun sübhi-visalın kim, həyatın təbəqəsizdir –Q.Təbrizi), ə > i (Xəyal خيال $\rightarrow$ xiyal: Fikrim, zikrim, xiyalim Sən, sən, sən, genə sən –Sarı Aşiq; Eyləyibdür ايله تبدور $\rightarrow$ Eyləyibdür: Eyləyibdür nöqtəyi-xalın məni pərkərz – S.Təbrizi) sound transitions also create the reality of the same view.

In fact, this is being closed of the vowel in front of the consonant [y]. Although the first language fact is recorded in the folklore-spoken language, and the second example is recorded in the classical-book language, the change presented in both lexical units is equivalent to the live spoken language. For example, although the word “eyləmək” itself today enters a narrow range due to its usage, the pronunciation of the word (eyliyib) belongs to the people: edib $\rightarrow$ eliyip; xəyal $\rightarrow$ xiyal. So, the pronunciation of live speech permeates the text and draws our spelling to nationalization, which also leads to democratization. This phonetic phenomenon, which is also noteworthy for its low frequency of usage in dialects, also appears in the comparative analysis of Bashkir⁴, Tatar and Khakas languages with the Azerbaijani language. Thus, the vowel [ə] used in the first syllable of the word in the Azerbaijani language corresponds to the vowel [i] in the languages mentioned above. Lexical units sən, gəl, kəs, tər, səkkiz in the Azerbaijani language; sin, kil, kis, tir, siqez in the Tatar language; it acquires new phonoforms in the Bashkir language such as hin (sən), kis, tir, hiqez (səkkiz)⁵. According to A. Valiyev, “this phenomenon, which is also recorded in transitional dialects, occurs at the beginning, first and next syllables of the word due to closure. The reason of occurrence of these substitutions can be thought of as the influence of the following sonorous sound ([n], [r]), [y] on the vowel [ə], and in rare cases the neighborhood on the voiceless consonants [s], [k]”⁶.

It is worth mentioning an important fact. This is due to the fact

---

⁴ Баскаков, Н.А. Введение в изучение тюркских языков / Н.А.Баскаков. – Изд. 2-е. –Москва: Высшая школа, – 1969. – с.284
⁵ Исхаков, Ф.Г. Характеристика отдельных гласных современных тюркских языков // Исследования по сравнительной грамматике тюркских языков. Фонетика / Ф.Г.Исахаков. – Москва: Изд-во АН СССР, – ч. 1. – 1955, – с. 78
⁶ Valiyev, A. Azərbaycan dilinin keçid şivərləri / A.Valiyev. – Bakı: Elm, – 2005. – с.84
that the written monuments of the 17th century were written in the old Azerbaijani alphabet, based on Arabic graphics, and there was a difference in the reading of what was written. Try to show our thoughts on examples:

ایستاماس حور و پری هدم لیغینی هر کیمونک

İstəməs hurü pərə həmdəmləşinə hər kimün... (Masihi).

At first glance, it is assumed that there is a substitution of ə > a. In fact, due to the fact that “alif” expresses the sound [ə], during reading the presentation of this lexical unit with the phonetic cover “İstəməs” is a reality. Of course, it does not seem convincing that at this historical stage of our literary language (or at other times) these lexical units we are talking about in a language based on nationalization, for example, concretely İstəməz → İstəməş

ایستا ما، ə > i exposed to sound transition demə → demə // dimə

dimə lexical units should be pronounced as istaməs, dimə, ie in accordance with the written language. This, of course, was only a matter of related to orthographic principles. In our opinion, this is due to the atmosphere of the new era, to be more precise, to democracy, which is one of the processes newly beginning in the language. According to N.Jafarov, who turned the 18th century Azerbaijani literary language into an object of analysis and research, “such hesitations are due not to the instability of the orthographic norm, but to the occasional breaking of the normativeness in pronunciation (due to democratism)”7. There aren’t such facts neither in the 18th century, nor the 19th century, nor the 20th century. T. Hajiyev, who does not rule out conditionality in such cases, writes when analyzing the orthographic norm of the Azerbaijani literary language in the early 20th century: “...Contemporaries themselves testify that words əncəq, başqə ( انقچ بیشق ) are written, ančaq, başqa ( آنجا ق باشق ) are read; anlaşilsun is written ( انلاشیلسین ) , anlaşilsın ( انلاشیلسین ) is read; toğri is read as doğru”8. These facts prove once again that in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary

---

8 Hacıyev, T. XX əsrin ənənələrində Azərbaycan ədəbi dili /T.Hacıyev. – Baku: Maarif, -1977. – s.118
language, the reading of graphic symbols expressing vowels in writing in different ways is reality. In general, it turns out that in the phonetic-orthographic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, the pronunciation of live speaking has the power over spelling is directed towards leading.

The third section of the first chapter is called “Consonants in the phonetic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language”. It is noted in this section that “saghir-nun” which makes a difference in the consonant system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, is the presence of Arabic sounds that do not correspond to the pronunciation of the Turkic throat, the expression of the same sounds with different graphemes, and the syncreticity of some graphemes. The scientific reality of this syncreticity is that the letter “kaf” expresses the sound [kˈ] along with the consonant [k] (yutmak  کورماک , qılmak  قیلماک ); [g] (کورماک  کیوتماک کورماک  کورماک [görmək] ) and [ŋ] (مادوم لارنیک : Natəvan mərdümərniş qanınə qılmış göz qəra – Məsihi); the letter “jim” expresses [ç] along with the sound [c] (جمن جون çaman); the letter “qaf” expresses [kˈ] along with the sound [q] (qılmak  قیلماک  قیلماک ), in some cases sound [x] (یوق – yoq, i.e. “yox”; جوق – çoq, i.e. “çox”). T. Hajiyev also notes that until the beginning of the 17th century, ق (qaf) was pronounced as [kˈ] in such type of words, and it was considered the norm of classical literary language. It should be pronounced as [x] from the middle of the 17th century, i.e. after it was based on the pronunciation norm of the people. All of these, of course, indicate the equivalence of [q], [x] and [kˈ]. Accepting that the parallels [q] and [x] have a very old history, E. Azizov, based on historical linguistic facts, states that even in the 5th-6th centuries it was considered acceptable for the Turkic tribes of the South Caucasus. Today, being active linguistic facts of our language vocabulary, the words such as buyruq, doqquz, qul, qapı, qıpçaq, qara, qızıl, qatı, qıl-, qız, qar, qaz have been active in the phonological structure of

---

9 Hacıyev, T. Azərbaycan ədəbi dili tarixi / T.İ.Hacıyev. – Baki: ADU nəşriyyatı, – 1976. – s. 53
10 Əzizov, E. Azərbaycan dilinin tarixi dialektologiyası / E.Əzizov. – Baki: Bakı Universiteti nəşriyyatı, – 1999. – s.100
the old Turkic written monuments of the in the form buyuruk, tokuz, kul, kapığ, kipçak, kara, kizil, kati, kil-, kiz, kar, kaz it also indicates the reality of this idea (of course, our idea). These examples clearly show us the parallelism [k’] // [q]. Expressing more specific, it is an objective reality that these lexical language examples, which begin with [k’], are replaced by the consonant [q] in the phonographic system of modern Azerbaijani. The opposite variant is also recorded in the language. Thus, the fact that a group of words beginning with the sound [k’] in our modern language is used in accordance with the live spoken language also indicates this reality (kolxoz → qolxoz // qałxoz; klub → qulup karton → qardon). It is noted that the presented syncreticity sometimes allows the duality in the phonetic-orthographical system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. The expression of the same lexical unit within a ghazal, for example, the word qonça in the form of غنچه، as well as غنچه، is the reality of the existence of variant phonoforms of words according to graphic symbols. We are witnessing such a duality of syncretism not only in writing but also in reading. Kök fazası nə məqali-pəru bal açmaqdır... (S.Tabrizi); Yer ilə gög aşiqin başınə girişək dar imiş (Rahmati).

In the phonetic structure of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, there are a number of parallels related to the consonants, as well as phonetic phenomena, which are of special interest in terms of studying the linguistic landscape of our language in the 17th century. Sound transitions such as b > m (کرجه وصولکدن چا دشتوم موناکا شادم ولى / Gərçə vəslündin cüda düştüm müna şadəm, vəli ...); b > p (فرقیدین شمع تک آتش دوشپتوژ جا نمه / Firqatidin şəm tək atəş düşüptür canimə); t > d زلفین دوتوب مسیحی سوردی مینی پوزیدین / Zülfin dutub Məsihi sordi mini yuzidin) [Məsihi]; q > x // h (Qiçaq ki, yar visaliğə ittisalim bar (Məsihi); Ey kəndül, şən xanda, Məcnun xanda, bari əbsəm ol – Rahmət; Gəzəlin qaşı qaradı, Bayqunun meyli haradi?–Ashig Abbas) are examples of this. In general, the prefix [q] which is accompanied by activity and abundance of quantity in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is considered to be the oldest variant. However, it is also seen clearly that the variant [h],
which plays the role of the weakest link in the stages of development of the language up to this point and actually, it’s a fact of the vernacular itself, is oriented towards intensity.

The factual language samples selected from the literary-fictional language samples of the 17th century representatives also play a sufficient role in determining the initial phonoforms of the word. For example, in the phonetic system of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, at the beginning of the word there are found examples of lexical language that reflecting parallelism d ~ t: تورلو تورلو جانه آفت کوستور / Türlü-türlü canə afət göstərər ... (Masihi); Gər tarağ diş ilə, ey Rəhmət, ol zülfi aça... – Rahmati; ...Ki, keçdi əmrli-əbəd, tüşmədi qarəşı hənuz (S.Tabrizi); Ol gecə bəsrək ştidin toydular (Amani). The beginning [t] presented in the world of linguistics is regulated not by Oghuz language features, but by Kipchak elements. T. Hajiyev, who recorded this voicelessness (tolu, toğru, taş, tamar, tam-...) which also exists in the language of G. Burhaneddin, originally from the Salur tribe of the Oghu兹s, described it as a feature of the Kipchak language and writes: “So, the concept of Oghu兹s in Caesarea it does not reflect the ancient Oghuz tribe, it is a metamorphosed ethnonym. In the place where the poet was born and grew up, the Azerbaijani folk language formed on the basis of different tribal languages has been functioned”\(^{11}\). Apparently, although it was in form of episodic in the phonetic structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, this phonological change at the beginning of the word in non-active level should be considered as a remnant of those historical periods, on the other hand, as a result of the influence of Chagatai Turkic. Let’s not forget that these linguistic facts are mainly recorded in the language of word masters who cannot avoid the influence of the Chagatai language. But it is also a fact that historically beginning [t] has been distinguished by its initial activity at the beginning of the word. The use of 1006 words beginning with [t] instead of 18 words beginning with [d] in M. Kashgari’s work “Dīwān Lughāt al-Turk, is proof of

\(^{11}\) Hacıyev, T.İ. Azərbarycan ədəbi dili tarixi / T.İ.Hacıyev. – Bakı: ADU nəşriyyəti, – 1976. – s.97-98
Even today, the fact that many petrified lexical units for our language are given in M. Kashgari’s dictionary under the heading [t] indicates the historical leading, and perhaps duality, of this linguistic fact. Therefore, the transition from the consonant [d] to the consonant [t] is out of the question.

The lexemes beginning with [y] are also noteworthy for their antiquity:

\[ \text{Yırağ} \quad \text{Yığlamaq} \quad \text{Yılan} \]

Speaking of such type of lexical units, some researchers believe that these words have undergone phenomenon of sound addition. It should not forget that the word does not come from modern times to history, but from history to modern times. Therefore, in fact, these lexemes become petrified in our language as they move towards the later stages of historical development of our language, undergoing the phenomenon of sound loss, that is, losing the beginning of [y]. There is noted 3 developmental lines in the direction of these lexemes towards modern language:

1. The beginning [y] falls and the rest of the word is stabilized in the language as it is:
   - yigit → igure (brave)
   - yüz → üz (face)
   - yürək → ürək (heart)
   - yüdmaq → uDMAQ? (swallow)

2. The beginning [y] falls and after the consonant y, vowel [i] turns to the vowel [i]:
   - yılan → ilan (snake)
   - yrak → irak (far away)

3. The beginning [y] falls, after the consonant [y], vowel [i] turns to the open vowel [a]:
   - yığlamaq → ağlamaq (to weep)
   - yığac → ağac (tree)

Our research once again reveals that words beginning with [y] are older, and this is the original phonoform of the lexemes that are talked about.

---

In the vocabulary of our modern language, many words of Turkic origin with a vowel ending too, we see the historical phonetic manifestation of in the 17th century in the Azerbaijani language with a consonant ending. Facts that are recorded cover both the main and auxiliary parts of speech. Language facts such as sarığ (ساريğ // ساریق: Könli qömgin, canı məhzun, bönizi sarığ əşki al –Masihi); atlığ (اتليغ: Ol cümldinin “Məcməül-xəvas” atlığ bir nüsxa... – S.Afshar); sarın (سارین: ... Ki, sərxoş mey çəkər yer üzrə hər gün sübhəm sarın –S.Tabrizi); kim (کیم: Deməz kim, var, ya yox, iltifatın bışi, ya kəmdür – M.Shamlu), sürijk (سوروك: Bir sürijk oğlum, uğəşim bardur ac – Amani, p.289); ilən (ایلن: Eşqin əimin şərakat ilən zəbt qılmağa Canû könül arсидə hər dəm niza olur – Amani)... ; isən (ایسین: Əğər sən alır isən, ey bəradər, Sataram, məndə vardır iki cənvər – Fadai) are obvious examples of this. It is said an opinion about that the lexical units we present have also undergone phenomenon of sound addition. Of course, these are the results based on the phonetic covers of same lexical units in our modern language. This is completely far from reality. If we take into account that historically words of Turkic origin end with a consonant, the reality of our opinion will be confirmed once again. This reality is the logical conclusion of the statistics on lexical units of Turkic origin reflected in the dictionaries of Sh. Sami and V.V.Radlov. This, in conclusion, confirms the idea that the form ending by consonant is the oldest form of lexical units of Turkic origin. It is only in the later stages of the historical development of our language that the strong development from the closed syllable to the open syllable caused the consonant to fall from the end of the word, and this process made it a reality that these lexemes are stabilized with the phonoform ending by vowel in the language today.

The section entitled “Law of harmony in the phonetic system of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century” is the last fourth section of the first chapter. It is presented here that the law of harmony in the phonetic norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th

---

13 Hacıyev, T. Azərbaycan ədəbi dilinin tarixi: [2 hissəli] / T.Hacıyev. – Baki: Elm, – h. 2. – 2012. – s. 341-342
century is one of the most necessary and analytical issues. When speaking about this harmony, which includes not only the harmony of vowels, but also the harmony of vowels and consonants, as well as consonants and consonants, more attention is paid to the harmony of vowels. Because vowels play an important role in defining synharmonism as a phonological phenomenon. The law of harmony, which is considered a normative phonological phenomenon, appears with all its might in the presence of vowel phonemes and their harmonization. It should be noted that the law of harmony plays an important role in determining the dialect basis of the language, not only in the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, but in the Azerbaijani literary language in general. The existence of harmony in the root of the word and between the root of the word and the suffix brings a notion to the labial and palatal harmony in the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century. In general, in linguistics is more spoken of two types of vowel harmony: 1. Palatal harmony 2. Labial harmony. If the palatal harmony is achieved by the sequence of hard (the back of the tongue) and soft (the front of the tongue) vowels, in labial harmony, almost all linguists rely on the harmony of labialized and non-labialized vowels. In fact, if we say “non-labialized vowels don’t have any connection chain with labial harmony” - we are not mistaken. In this regard, based on the opinion of E. Azizov, we are far from considering the differentiation of the harmony of non-labialized vowels in labial harmony¹⁴, and the sequence of only non-labialized vowels in palatal harmony. There are also many researchers who correctly refer to palatalization and non-palatalization in palatal harmony¹⁵, and perceive the palatal harmony as the palatal and velar¹⁶

¹⁴ Эзизов, Е. Аханг канунунун принципи хакында // Türkologiya, – 2000. № 1-4, – с.45
harmony. According to prominent researchers, *labial harmony should not be taken in isolation from the palatal harmony*\(^{17}\). In labial harmony, it is acceptable for the vowels (front labial, i.e. soft labial and back labial, i.e. hard labial) to follow one another, *which is more fully shown to be found in the Black Kyrgyz and Altai dialects among the Turkic languages*\(^{18}\). In the phonological system of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17\(^{th}\) century, as one of the agglutinative languages, law of harmony is observed at the root of the word with a high percentage. In the phonetic structure of the 17\(^{th}\) century Azerbaijani literary language, the firmness of harmony between the root and the suffix does not escape attention. In the phonetic structure of the 17\(^{th}\) century Azerbaijani literary language, the predominance of the labial variant is sometimes noted in the suffix morphemes which added to the roots of the word (надиур, ыягымдадур, ырагымдадур, ыышмдур, асумдур, базымдур, ыашымдур, канандур, дөрмандур, зиндандур...). Directing at the labialization in comparison with the roots of words is recorded as the leading mass in morphological features, but this is not seen the same level and quantity in the language of the representatives of the 17\(^{th}\) century. Abundance of quantity has Amani and Masihi’s language. The functionality of the labialized variant in suffixes comes from the Tabriz-Shirvan dialects, which took a leading position in the period of our literary language till the 17\(^{th}\) century and formed the koine of the literary language. In the koine of the 17\(^{th}\) century Azerbaijani literary language, the Tabriz-Shirvan dialects and Karabakh dialects alternate, and it is felt that the latter is already moving towards intensity. In general, “*the linguistic reason for the weakness of the distinguishing feature of the labialization in the history of our language ... is that for vowels used in suffix*
morphemes, this sign has no phonological meaning”\textsuperscript{19}.

In the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary language, we also meet, albeit partially, the existence of disharmony between the root of the word and the suffix morpheme, which is again due to Arabic graphics. Because as a result of the influence of these graphics, multivariate suffix morphemes (written in two or four forms) perform in one form. This inevitably leads to a violation of harmony between the root and the suffix:\textsuperscript{19} $qapxima\ (q + q + q) \rightarrow qapusi\varepsilon\eta;\ (q + i + i) \rightarrow \text{قابوسينه}$; $gözəllîk\ (i + i) \rightarrow \text{گوزئلىگ} \ (i + q) \rightarrow \text{كو زلٽوٽ}.$

In the phonetic system of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary language, the subordination to harmony of foreign lexical units also shows itself. The subordination of a foreign word to harmony recorded in the genres of folk poetry goes in two ways:

1. Foreign lexical unit as a whole attracts attention with its subordination to harmony: For example: $həllac\ حلاج \rightarrow hallac,$ $aşiq\ عاشق \rightarrow aşıq,$ $tale\طلاع \rightarrow talah,$ $nana\ نانھ \rightarrow nana,$ $busa\ بوسھ \rightarrow busa,$ $bada\ بادھ \rightarrow bada.$

2. Part of a foreign word (mainly the last part) subordinates to harmony: For example: $nişana\ نشانھ \rightarrow nişana,$ $divana\ دیوانھ \rightarrow divana,$ $yegana\ یکانھ \rightarrow yegana,$ $virana\ ویرانھ \rightarrow verana.$

Thus, in the spelling and pronunciation variantions of foreign words, the live pronunciation norm overcomes the traditional orthographic norm of these lexical units and re-enters the spelling, writing system of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century by acquiring appearance of the new phonetic cover. It should also be noted that in this case, the vowel vowel lengthening in foreign words is eliminated. So, in fact, the new phonoforms acquired by foreign lexemes make obvious the pronunciation norm of our live spoken language in the poetry of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century. In our opinion, this is democratism of pronunciation and is the arrival of democratism in the Azerbaijani literary language. In the phonetic structure of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary

\textsuperscript{19} Axundov, A. Azərbaycan dilinin fonetikası / A.Axundov. – Baki: Maarif, – 1984. – s.25
language, we are also witnessing a disharmony in the lexical samples of Turkic origin. (Şişəmi qər çalsa daşdan-daşə ol rə’na igit; Börkini əğri qoyanda başə ol rə’na igit; Gözən axan qətra-qətra yasa ol rə’na igit; Versə qar rüxsət göz ilə qasə ol rə’na igit; Kaş tez düşse, Qövsi, başə ol rə’na igit. (Q. Tabrizi). This linguistic phenomenon, called “imala”, which arose from the demand of aruz not only in 17th the Azerbaijani literary language, but also in classical literature in general, is a violation of vowel harmony in order to restore the rhyme.

Another type of harmony law is a consonant harmony. It should be noted that although all linguistic literatures talk about this type of law of harmony, it does not matter at any time of the historical period of our language, it provides information about the weakness of consonant harmony. We see the same landscape in the phonetic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. The remnants of this harmony show itself at the junction of the root and suffix today. More specifically, a root of the word ending in a voiced consonant requires a suffix morpheme beginning with a voiced consonant.

\[(\text{gün} + \text{lər} \rightarrow \text{کونلا ر}, \text{bir} + \text{lə} \rightarrow \text{برله}, \text{bir} + \text{mak} \rightarrow \text{برماک}, \text{bul} + \text{mış} \rightarrow \text{بولميش\)}.\]

Conversely, a root morpheme ending in a voiceless consonant requires a suffix beginning with a voiceless consonant \((\text{it} + \text{sə} \rightarrow \text{دشتمون}, \text{düş} + \text{tə} + \text{m} \rightarrow \text{دشتوپور}, \text{düş} + \text{üp} + \text{tər} \rightarrow \text{دشتوپور\)}.\) Even in this position we see pairing of the same voiceless consonant \((\text{tutti} \rightarrow \text{قوروتتی}, \text{qurutti} \rightarrow \text{قوروتتی\)}.\) As one of the Oghuz languages, despite the fact that voiced consonants is predominant in our language (especially at the beginning of the word and partly in the middle of the word), the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century demonstrates episodicity in this type of harmony.

The harmony of vowels and consonants is also remembered for its small manifestations in the phonetic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. This harmony takes place both in the vowels and consonants in the root morpheme of the word, and between the suffixes attached to the root of the word. That is, if the word has back vowels, the suffix must have back consonants.
Conversely, if there are front vowels, then it must be followed by front consonants within the suffix morpheme. This can be applied to very few words of the modern Azerbaijani literary language today. That is, at present, this type of harmony is observed in any part of the word, but not in the whole word. The same idea can be mentioned to the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century.

In general, based on the conclusions we have reached and the results we have obtained, our final opinion is that Turkic features are the basis of normality in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. The study of the phonetic and orthographic norms of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century also confirms that despite passing of a long historical period, if we do not take into account the graphic details, there are no significant differences compared to modern Azerbaijani literary language. This indicates that our language has been able to determine the direction of its development based on historical sources and maintain the invariability of its phonetic structure.

The second chapter of the dissertation, entitled “Lexical norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language” consists of five sections. The first section entitled “Borrowed lexis in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language” notes that the starting of new intra-linguistic processes from the end of the 16th century to the beginning of the 17th century is felt more in the lexical norm. Although the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language developed against the background of the unity of the classical book language and the folklore language, it is not overlooked that the latter gradually subjugated the former. This accelerates the process of democratization in the vocabulary of the language. Democratization also encompasses borrowings.

Thus, although the Arabic and Persian words, which have been stepping parallelly for centuries, are foreign in origin, they move from uncommon to common in terms of understanding in the 17th century Aruz language. However, non-mass borrowings are enough. But such linguistic facts don’t slow down nationalization and can’t prevent the reorganization of nationalization. Because the scope of Turkified borrowings begins to expand. Almost all of these
borrowings are preserved in the vocabulary of our language today. While some remain in the language as they are, others show only minor phonetic changes (Fəqir فقر → fağır (poor), tifl // tifl طفل → tifil (new-born child), xatir جائز → xətir (sake), əlam سلام → salam (hi), vəsvəsə وسوسه → vəsvəsə (obsession), saat ساعت → saat (watch), əcz عجز → aciz (humble), lövn-lövn لون لون → ləvin-ləvin (various), nay ناى → ney (ney)...). The other part undergoes to semantic change too. For example: Vəsvəsə “şeytan” (devil) → vəsvəsə “şeytan”; mütrib “çalğıçı” (musician), “rəqqas” (dancer), “yüngül” (light) → mütrüf “pis, alçaq” (bad, mean); zəmin “məfhum” (concept), “anlayış” (motion), “yer” (place) → zəmin “əmanət” (savings); “şərait” (condition); vəzifə “maaş, təqaud” (salary, pension) → vəzifə “məşğul olduğun uşin növü; işdə qazandığın rütbə” (type of work you do; the rank you earned at work); tifl “uşaq, çocuq” (child, kid) → tifil “yazıq” (poor) etc.

In the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, there are also borrowings that are presented in Arabic grammatical pattern. But compared to the language of classical literature before the 17th century, they are quite a minority. Language examples such as üşşaq عشق; ənvar انوار; əflak افلاک; əvrət عورت; əsrar اسرار; ətəfəl اطفا ل; tüccar تجار; əfka افکار; əlqəb القاب; əşraf خصائص; əhbab احباب; əcaib اجبان; ətvar اطور; xisal خصائص are a factual confirmation of this plurality. These are phonoforms of Arabic origin words, such as aşıq (lover) – عشق, nur (light) – نور, fələk (fate) – فلک, arvad (wife) – ارواد, sirr (secret) – شرّ, tifil (child) – طفل, tacir (merchant) – تاجر, fikir (thought) – فکر, ləqəb (pseudonym) – لقب, şəraf (honor) – شرف, həbib (lover) – حبيب, əcibə (strange) – عجيب, tövr (manner) – طور, xislət (trait) – خصائص which are included in the Arabic plurality. While lexemes in the Arabic grammatical pattern are not seen in the vocabulary of modern Azerbaijani literary language today, their singular forms are still in the vocabulary of our language and have an active position in the language. Words həbib حبيب, şəraf شرف in our modern language show intensity as an anthroponym. Lexemes vüsəl وصال, murad ملاد, əlbərə گلز، həqiət حقيقة, məhbəbət حبیب, mail مایل,
gülhar are also regulated in the same order.

In general, the lack of mass in borrowings decreased in the vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language they do not prevent nationalization. All of these confirms once again that the uncommon Arabic and Persian lexical language examples being already in the reality of leaving the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language.

“Archaic lexical layer of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century” is the second section of the second chapter. Researching lexical language examples recorded in the 17th century, which disappeared from the language due to the occasional loss of intensity, reveals that some of them still have a fate after leaving the language. These lexical units being in the process of archaicization since the 17th century, and later episodicized and left the language, the place where they mainly located is as follows:

I Root morphemes of lexemes used in modern Azerbaijani language.

Some of these lexical units are:

The word al with the semantics of “qırmızı (red)” is included in the vocabulary of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century: Sirişki-al ilə ol sərzəmini ləzəzar etdim (Q.Tabrizi).

With this burden of meaning, the word in our language does not gain independence, too. But in our language, there is also the word “allanmaq” in our language, which means “qızarmaq (to blush)” (for example, Qızın yanağı allandi), and the word al inside is clearly visible. The word al, which is reflected in the root morpheme of this word, is a conveyor of the semantic capacity of “qırmızı (red)”. However, since the independent root has lost its function as a morpheme in modern times, that lexical unit cannot be separated as the root of the word. But there are also exceptions in the language. For example: al bayraq = “qırmızı bayraq” (a red flag); al yanaq = “qırmızı yanaq” (a red cheek) and so on. It is also noted that the lexical unit al is used in our language along with the word qırmızı: Al qırmızı. In fact, the lexeme is considered here as a particle that creates the superlative degree of an adjective. That is, al qırmızı = “qıpqırmızı (crimson) //çox qırmızı (very red) // olduqça qırmızı
(quite red) // lap qırmızı (completely red)”. According to its historical content, it means “qırmızı-qırmızı”.

A lexical language example **arı** is found in 17th century sources as a word that combines the shades of meanings of “pure” and “clean”:

Zahirin pakizə görmüş, könlini arı bilür (Məczub).

This lexical unit, as a historical trace, preserves its existence in the idiomatic expression “aydan arı, sudan duru” in our language. There is no doubt that the root of the word in the lexeme **aritmaq** // **artlamaq** // **artdamaq** which means “təmizləmək (to clean)” in the live spoken language, is related to the language fact arı. We also record this in the 17th century (Çöhrədən, Qövsə, bizim artsalər jəŋərəmində – Q.Tabrizi; Bu arxı kim, aridib, Su belə duru gəlir? – Sari Ashig). But the difference is that the verb **aritmaq** is no longer a literary language fact, but a live spoken language fact.

The word **aş** means “yemək”, “azuqə” (food) in classical sources. In the literary-fictional language examples of the 17th century, it is also recorded as an expression of the same content:

Şahən aşına daxil əylədi zəhr; Yedi aşı rəvan tapşirdi cani (Fadai).

This lexical unit currently exists as a result of semantic narrowing only as an equivalent of “pilaf”, one of our national and main dishes. However, the “Old Turkic Dictionary” shows that it acquires a wider scope in terms of semantic capacity compared to the meaning it conveys today: “yemək, azuqə”  

(20) (food). In the dialects of the Azerbaijani language, for example, concretely in the Mughan group and Jalilabad dialects, it means “duru xörək” (liquid food) (xəmrəsə, süddü aş, ayran aşı...)  

(21) This is a concretization of the meaning of the lexeme being talked about. So, today the word lives without its historical meaning. However, in the language units **aşxana** (eating-house), **aşpaz** (cook) which are considered common words in our language, it is obvious that the word preserves its

21 Мəmmədova, Q. Nəsiminin dili və Azərbaycan şivələri / Q.İməmmədova. – Baki: Nurlan, – s. 104
historical semantics. In Turkic, the word aş lives as a literary language fact together with a burden of historical content. The word aşçı, which has the same meaning of the lexical unit of aşpaz, preserving its internal nationality also protects its intensity at the normative level in Turkic.

Recorded from the language material of the 17th century the words such as al in words aldatmaq (to deceive), aldanmaq (to be deceived) which corresponds to the semantics of “hiylə” (trick), the lexeme göy- in the word göynəmək, which means “yanmaq” (to burn), the verb var- in the word barışmaq (to reconcile) conveying the meaning of “getmək” (to go) continues to exist, albeit secretly, in the root morpheme of words.

II Component of compound words.

There is a group of lexemes in the vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, which continue to function as one of the components of compound words, albeit non-independently:

Biliş. The lexical meaning of this lexeme is “tanış” (familiar), recorded in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language: Qıl həzər Tanrı üçün, bilmə bilişni, yadı ot (S.Afshar).

V.Aslanov also presents using of this lexical unit in the meaning of “dost (friend)” 22. Although the word of bilis, which was more leading in the pre-17th century stage of our literary language and has been weakening since that historical stage, is facing dependence today, it continues to exist within the lexeme tanış-biliş, which is not avoided attention by the frequency of usage, and preserves its historical meaning. In fact, this preservation creates a pairing “tanış-tanış” in modern language, i.e., the word, which has a complex structure, contains itself the same meaningfulness. The word lives with the same phonetic cover in a number of Turkic languages, including Gagauz, one of the languages of the Oghuz group, but is recorded as an expression of the meaning of “elm”

---

The lexeme бəрли is also of special interest in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language and going to lose its functionality at this historical stage, i.e., is one of the lexical language examples of becoming archaic: Bahar verdi xəzan бəрли bustanımğa (S.Afshar).

It is also clear from the context that this lexical unit is consistent with the semantic capacity “бəзəкli” (decorated). This word, which is going to leave the language since the 17th century, doesn’t fit even in the vocabulary of our modern language. But it hasn’t give up preserving its historical trace. The word бəрли-бəзəкли is proof of this, which is active both in our modern literary language and in the live spoken language, and thus becomes a fact of literary language and an expression of the content indicator “çoх бəзəкли, сəлиqə իլ əзəнміш” (very decorated, neatly decorated). Both words are formed morphologically. In this case, the root morpheme of the lexeme бəрли also matches to the meaning of (bər) “бəзəк”. As a result, the two words connected to the historical roots of our language still continue to exist. It is no coincidence that along with the lexical unit бəрли-бəзəкли, the word бəр-бəзəк is used in our lexicon today. Both are equivalent to the same meaning burden. That is, бəрли-бəзəкли = “бəзəкли-бəзəкли”; бəр-бəзəк = “бəзəк-бəзəк”.

The fact that the word бəрли is included in the vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language and that it means “бəзəк” (decoration) officially confirms that the word бəр (“бəзəк”) sleeping in our language is in the root morpheme of that lexeme. Linguistic units such as qardaş, xatun, dügün, sav, dal, qon- etc. are included in the vocabulary of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century live as a component within such compound words used in our language as qohum-qardaş (relative), xənim-xətin (lady), toy-düyün (wedding), söz-sav//so, qarğıdalı (corn), qecəqondu (slum) and together with their historical phonoforms they also determine their historical content. The interesting thing is that most of these compound words express the same content: qohum-qardaş =

---

“qohum-qohum”; xanım-xatı̇n = “xanım-xanım”; toy-düyün = “toy-toy”; söz-sav//so = “söz-söz”.

Although archaicty is mainly taken in comparison with the modern Azerbaijani literary language, in fact, it is determined that this process has been going on since the end of the 16th century and the beginning of the 17th century, and has demonstrated systematization. It is said that these lexical units left the language as a lexical fact and, if it is possible to say so, they died. Regarding this issue, Saim Sakaoglu writes: “Evet, diller ölür de kelimeler ölmez mi? Hem de fazlasıyla ölür. Ama her kelimenin ömrü bir olmuyor”\textsuperscript{24}.

(Yes, languages die, don’t words die? They also die a lot. But the life of every word is not the same). Yes, it really is so. But to be interested in the subsequent fate of these lexical examples, which are considered dead, reveals their existence, albeit in secret.

The third section of the second chapter is called “Lexical-semantic landscape of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language”. It is noted here that not all the lexical units in the vocabulary, which are a mirror of the lexical structure of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century, can maintain their permanence. Some of them have to leave this place because they have lost the frequency of usage. The lexical samples, which lost their permanent residence and left the language, can’t ignore the fact of enriching the vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. On the contrary, the addition of new words in their place adds extra richness to the vocabulary of the language in terms of quantity and quality. The lexical-semantic landscape of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language presents us this richness with a wide coverage. Homonyms, synonyms and antonyms have an exceptional contribution to the reality of this enrichment. As a matter of fact, it turns out that synonyms are owners of a large share. The history of usage of lexical parallels in the language is very old, and there are various reasons for this. In our opinion, the root of the manifestation of the same lexical unit in a language with different

\textsuperscript{24} Sakaoğlu, S. Konya Ağzı Üzerine Araştırmalar / S.Sakaoğlu. – Konya: – 2012. – s. 265
phonetic covers is connected with tribal languages. Specifically, this is due to the linguistic features of the Turkic-speaking tribes that participated in the ethnic roots, ethnogenesis and formation of the Azerbaijani people. The factor of literary language and live spoken language also plays an important role here. Listing of lexical language examples of Turkic origin as words that create synonyms in the language is another issue of interest. Expressing more specifically, this is due to the issue of which lexical unit in a lexical parallel is older and more primary. Of course, this is very difficult to determine. But the fact is that one of the lexical language examples in this order has appeared before. Others entered the language at a later stage of language development and joined the communication, contributing to the activation of the communicative function of the language. To explain our point, let’s look at a synonymous line of words of Turkic origin: gözəl (t) – göycək (t) – yaraşqlı (t) – görəklı (t). In our opinion, the priority here should be written in the name of the word gözəl (beautiful). According to us, the root morpheme of the word is related to the lexical unit göz (eye). Consider that the existence of the “göz” as an organ from the day the first human being was created is a reality. It is “göz” that sees and calls everything by seeing. In our opinion, the word görək within the word görəklı is also related to the word göz. In our live spoken language, there is a word, görəkmək (to seen), at the root of this word lies the lexical unit göz. Even the historical form is in the form of gözükmək. This phonovariant is also found in the 17th century language materials:

Yığlayan çağ hicrən xəndan gözükdi qarşidan (V.Qazvini).

This is the oldest form of the lexical unit görünmək which is distinguished by its activity in communication and by petrified form in the vocabulary of our modern language, as well as, in the dictionary fund. Although the word is not preserved in the vocabulary of our modern language with this phonetic cover, it continues to live in Turkic: Bazen hareketleriyle pek makul, bazen
Another important issue is that it does not matter whether it is a homonym, a synonym or an antonym, borrowing and Turkic synthesis are leading. The basis of the borrowings is Arabism and Persianism in general. It is also a real fact that since the 17th century, when the Arabic-Persian-Turkic linguistic synthesis existed, the last branch of this synthesis - the Turkic branch, as well as the branch of Turkified borrowings, has taken direction towards the lead. As a result, the language is moving from complexity to simplicity. This democratism, which had a certain arena in the 17th century, reaches its peak point in the 18th century.

“Phraseme potential of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language” is the fourth section of the second chapter. This section consists of two subsections: “Phraseological combinations” and “Proverbs, sayings, wise sayings”. It is noted that in this historical stage, where folklore-spoken language gaining the leading position, the tendency to the folk spoken language is increasing. Thus, appealing to folk poetry genres along with classical poetry genres is followed by words and expressions, combinations that overlap with and parallel to the spoken language. Within this richness, phraseological combinations are more memorable, both in quantity and quality. It is known that there is a talk of the high quantitative abundance of phraseological potential of the 18th century Azerbaijani literary language, and this historical stage is considered as a stage of rising phraseme potential. Of course, we have no objections to this. But let’s not forget that this is, in fact, the potential of the genres of folk poetry, which are constantly addressed by poets such as Vagif, Vidadi. It is this potential that contributes to this growth. That is, since phraseological combinations form the basis of the national language, it is natural to expand the scope of phraseology in the genres of folk poetry. The main issue is that the phraseological combinations that come from the vernacular in a petrified form, with their semantics, structure and stylistic possibilities, fit in aruz,

---

strengthen their position and attract attention with their multiplicity, which we see in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. These enter the language in the form of verbal and nominal phraseologism. In particular, the potential growth of verbal phraseologism paves the way for the development of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language at the junction of nationalism. In the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, “Arabic + Turkic” (xəbor vermək, əqlini aparmaq...), “Persian + Turkic” (dərbədar düşmək, nala çəkmək...), “izafat construction + Turkic” (atəşi-əzaba qovrulmaq, çöhreyi-dildarını açmaq), “Turkic + Turkic” (bağrına basmaq, əldən getmək...) structural phraseological combinations are found. Excluding exceptions, the borrowings in the phraseological combinations are Turkified Arabicism and Persianism, which have been used in our language and are still being used from “The Book of Dede Korkut” up to now. Borrowings take place within the national phraseological framework and are rooted within the national pattern. Of course, the verbs put signature to the realization of nationality. Even incomprehensible foreign language facts gain definiteness in this context, and the level of understanding increases, while misunderstandings decrease to minimum. Along with the mainly ready-made phraseologism being in vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, könül yoxlamaq, xəyal yığmaq, intiqamını oddan çəkmək, qilincla gülükstəni suvarmaq, könül yoxlamaq, zülmə ol qatmaq, xəyala salmaq, könül yıxmaq and so on verbal phraseological combinations are also recorded, they, of course, undoubtedly belong to the occasional lexicon. Some show minor phonetic differences (eg: yüzə salmaq → üzə salmaq, əqli çəşmaq → ağlı çəşmaq, qan ədəmaq → qan uDMAq; əqım yemək → qəm yemək...), while others present differentiation according to the archaic language fact (eg: cana ulaşmaq...). There are even verbal phraseologism that are equivalent to a sentence (Nəhayət, fürsəti fot etmə zinhar!; Sanasan tükləri çıxdi donundan (Fadai).

In contrast to the verbal phraseological combinations, in nominal phraseological combinations having of individual-stylistic essence is more prominent. Such type combinations naxos mülk, gül dəftəri, gün güzgüsü (Q.Tabrizi), sədəf qulaq, könül güzgüsü, qafıl
The second section of the fourth chapter deals with the proverbs, sayings, and wise sayings. They enter the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language either as it is, or find expression in the language in a modified way, preserving its content. These expressions, accompanied by a variety of content, are involved in the reorganization of nationalization in the Azerbaijani literary language of 17th century as factors uniting the nationalism. For example, “Səbrin sonu salamat olar” the content of the expression of this proverb is reflected in Rahmati as follows: “...Ki, səbr eylər hər işdə aqil olan, Ki, səbr eyləməyən olur peşiman. Ki, səbr edən yətər axir muradə, Qalır bəsəbr sərgərdən arada”. “Bir misqal dəlin tonlarca bəласı var” Fadai preserves the semantics of this proverb so: 2. Dili döndərmə sən bir yamanə, Dil ucundan düşər hər kim ziyanə”. Sometimes wise sayings seem as they are, in part, the same: Qazarsa ki, kimsə özə qəsdində çah, Özü axir düşər ol çahə nagah (Fadai); Sözdür bu ki: “Hər kimsə nə əkdi, onu biçdi” (Q.Tabrizi)...
Azerbaijani literary language” is the last fifth half of the second chapter. Here is noted that the arrival of everyday vocabulary to the language began to develop in an increasing line, both in terms of quantity and intensity from the 17th century. This increase, which is noticeable in comparison with the previous stages of historical development, gave impetus to the strengthening of nationalization in the 17th century and even became a leading force in this direction. In particular, the inclusion of the facts of language in our everyday life into the literary language of the 17th century Azerbaijan as ordinary words with its own phonoform and semantics further strengthens the impetus for the development of nationalization. Baba, at, çoban, mehtər, muştuluq, toy, yas, kəfən, mismar, mİx, dəmir, şiş, ney, təbil, zurna, nağara, gor, kəfən, ... and so on words are examples of this. Metal names (qızıl (gold), gümüş (silver)), women’s jewelry, valuable jewels, concretely lexemes such as dürr (pearl), əlməs (diamond), yaqut (ruby), gövhər (jewel), zümrəd (emerald), kəhrəba (amber), mirvari (pearl), əqiq (agate), bəl (pearl), firuzə (turquoise), mərcan (coral), yaqut (ruby) together having their own nominative semantics are included in the dictionary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is a lexical language facts that accelerate the strengthening of nationalization. Researchers who speak about 18th century Azerbaijani literary language note that lexical units that were once used as metaphors are now entering the language as ordinary everyday words. But before the 18th century, we record it in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. In the stages of language development till this historical period these words, which mainly serve as metaphors, entered the language as ordinary everyday words in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. Lexemes such as nabat (lollipop), qənd (sugar), şəkər (sugar) ...... are examples of this.

The recording of dialect facts of the 17th century language materials is also an expression of the double manifestation of nationalization. Although these lexical language examples, which gave impetus to the nationalization, do not form a system, but they gain the place in the lexical system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. In fact, these are linguistic units that once gained
normativeness and attracted attention as a fact of literary language. Words coming from the people değil, laf, jində, qavzamaq (Masihi); yavncımac (Q.Tabrizi); əhləmək, budaşmaq, davar, qəlbi, perik düşmək, ürcəh əyləmək, bolqəli, şax, (Sari Ashig) etc. are sorted in this order. The lexical language example çisən is of particular interest in this order. This interest is related to the preservation of an ancient Turkic word in the root morpheme of the word. This is the lexical unit çi. The lexical unit çisən is found in the language of Sari Ashig:

Dolu döymüş Aşığı, Nə bulud var, nə çisən (Sari Ashig).

Being in the root morpheme of words, çi, which still preserves its existence, although it is one of the dead lexemes today, confirms that it was once used independently in language. This independence is confirmed by the facts. Let’s pay attention to an example used in Nasimi’s language:

... ol düzülmüş incilər Sübhəm vəqtündə düşmüş cimi, ya dürdənmidir?26

In fact, the lexical language example çi, which is one of the words that completely leaves the memory, has not disappeared from the language. It simply fell away from its independence to which it once belonged. This word, which means “dew”, still lives its secret life in lexical units çiskin, çiləmək... . The of lexical language example islanmaq, which is a fact of literary language in our language, is one of the words that protect this lexeme. T. Hajiyev notes that the morpheme is a metathesised variant of çi27. Abu Hayyan also introduces the word çiləndi. There the word islanmaq is given in equivalent for meaning28. This linguistic fact, that is, the lexeme çisən at present is being recorded with the phonetic cover of çisan in the meaning of “sprinkling” in Derbent dialect, with the phonoform of çisəx’ in Chanbarak, Oghuz, Shamkir, Tovuz [(Yazbaşı çox olur çisəx’(Shamkir); Sə:rdən çisəx’ gəlir (Basarkechar)], Chisakh [Chisakh (Shamkir); Basarkechar)], with the phonoform of

\[c\]

26 Hacıyev, T. Azərbaycan ədəbi dilinin tarixi: [2 hissəli] / T.Hacıyev. – Baki: Elm, – h. 1. –2012. – s. 77
27 Yenə orada.
çişəngi in the dialect of Aghdam region (Bu çişəngi laf məni tənqə:titrif)29.

The direction of such linguistic facts to the majority of quantity in the language of the representatives of the 17th century leads the language to the nationalization. More specifically, it opens up a wide field for expanding the scope of nationalization.

The third chapter “Word formation in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language” consists of two sections. The first section, entitled “Morphological word formation” consists of two subsections: “Morphological word formation: Names” and “Morphological word formation: Verbs”. Here is information about the traditional way of word formation in names. That is, word formation is followed both morphologically and syntactically. The fact is that suffix morphemes, which are morphologically involved in word formation, are still used in our language today. The most productive suffixes in names are -liq4, -siz4, and from the prefixes is a morpheme bi. We note that the intensity of the morpheme -çı4 has also increased compared to the previous historical period. This is confirmed by the occasional lexical facts recorded in the language of the representatives of the 17th century, such as komaçi, zindançi, tufəngçi, karvançi, almaçi. The archaic suffix which is considered as an adverb-forming suffix is morpheme -sizin. In verbs, the most productive suffix is the morphological indicator -lan2. Sometimes there is even a poem that is based on lexical units formed by this suffix morpheme from beginning to end. For example, in one of T.Afshar’s poems we record 38 words with the suffix -lan2. It is also a fact that most of the derivative words we come across in that poem are not recorded in the dictionary of our language today. This means that these lexemes are examples of occasional lexicon for that period. Archaic morphemes are also found among verb-forming suffixes. These are the suffixes -ət and -t.

The second section is called “Syntactic word formation”. This section also combines two subsections in itself: “Syntactic word formation: Names” and “Syntactic word formation: Verbs”. Let’s

29 Azərbaycan dilinin dialektoloji lüğəti: / – Bakı: Şərq-Qərb, – 2007. – s.103
take into account, it is always noted that morphological word formation is more leading. But in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, this proportional is almost to “50 + 50”. Syntactic word formation differs in compositional components. For example, compound words are formed by combining different lexical units. In fact, there is a difference in them, too. This is evidenced by the lexical facts in the structure of the type I type of attributive word-combination (for example: \textit{paknazərlər}), in the model of II type of attributive word-combination (for example: \textit{qorçubəsə}), as well as in the form of non-attributive word-combination (for example: \textit{ayınərüxsə}). But in comparison, words that are formed by repeating the same words are more in term of quantity. While some of them are formed by the connective “םə”, most of them are formed simply by repeating the same lexical unit. Today, those that are productive in our language are also recorded. For example, \textit{büküm-büküm}, \textit{gün-gün}, \textit{göz-göz}, \textit{min-min}, \textit{sandıq-sandıq}... Some of them are not found. Examples of this are lexical language examples such as \textit{hamun}, \textit{qarun-qarun}, \textit{məvzun-məvzun} (Safi). In fact, these lexemes are historically the words used single in the language and included in the language of classical literature: \textit{hamun} (f) – “şəhra (desert), çöl (steppe), biyaban (wilderness)”; \textit{qarun} (a) – “həddindən artırılması (extremely rich), çox dövlətlilik (very wealthy)” \textit{məvzun} (a) – “bicimli (shapely), yaraşılıq (handsome); is an expression of meanings. But their paired version is new for the vocabulary of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. In the language of the 17th century representatives, there are found lexical units with close meanings (\textit{dərd-sər, əl-ayəq, salam-dua...}), as well as antonymous words (\textit{var-yox, gecə-gündüz, bu gün-dənə}). Compound verbs, which are accepted by most researchers, but we consider them as composite verbs. That is, there is no such thing as a compound verb. T. Həjiyev and E. Azizov’s article “On the issue of compound verbs in the Azerbaijani language” also provides information about this reality detailly. They are in the majority in the 17th century Azerbaijani language. The composite verbs formed at the expense of auxiliary verbs, as well as at the expense of verbal phraseological combinations are presented with quantitative abundance. The
composite verbs that are not recorded anywhere are also found. We come across this, mainly, in the language of M. Amani. \textit{Xərab eyləb}, \textit{intixab eyləb}, \textit{kimyəb eyləb}, \textit{hübab eyləb}, \textit{iştəb eyləb}, \textit{ictinəb eyləb} etc. are examples of this. The form \(-a^2 +gər\ (eðə gər, qurtara gər...)\) recorded in M. Amani’s language is also an example of innovation.

The chapter fourth is entitled \textit{“Grammatical norm of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary language”}. This chapter also consists of two sections. The first section entitled \textit{“The morphological norm of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary language”} also consists of two subsections. The first subsection is entitled \textit{“The main parts of speech. Grammatical categories”}. Although the grammatical norm constituted a peculiar autonomy in the 17\textsuperscript{th} century, as in all historical periods, the linking function between the phonetic and lexical norms and the grammatical norm continued in the 17\textsuperscript{th} century. Thus, nationalization in phonetic and lexical norms is also directed leadership in the 17\textsuperscript{th} century grammatical norm. This manifests itself in grammatical categories. The main feature is the variativity manifested in the grammatical categories of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century, which is due to the fact that, along with the Oghuz elements, the Chagatai language facts are included in this grammatical system. Although the Chagatai elements recorded in the language of the 17\textsuperscript{th} century representatives are not at the level of the norm of literary language, they do not have a single sphere and cover different layers of the language. Of course, being followed of grammatical categories that allow the emergence of integral and differential features. The possessive category is notable for its stability. This category is equivalent to modern language. Here, we meet only one exception, which is related to the morphological indicator \(-yiz\), which is also used in the dialects of \textit{South Azerbaijan} now, instead of the suffix \(-niz\) in the second person plural (\textit{İkiyiz bir-birə edin hekayət – Fadai}).

The category of number also maintains its stability. The suffix \(-lar^2\), as in all periods, retains its unity and intensity in the 17\textsuperscript{th} century Azerbaijani literary language. We can see the historical trace of some ancient suffixes of the category of number (-q, -n, -z ...) in some words (\textit{otaq (room)}, \textit{ərən (brave)}, \textit{oğlan (boy)} ...).
In the case category, the Oghuz elements face the Chagatai elements. In the genitive case, along with the Oghuz variant -\( m^4 \), -\( nm^4 \), the Chagatai element -\( n\!n^4 \) is also recorded (for example: könülnün...). We face the same situation in the dative case. Today, along with the productive suffixes (-\( a^2 \); -\( ya^2 \)) at the level of literary language norm, we also record the Chagatai elements of -\( ga \), -\( gə \). We see the same variativity in the accusative case. Along with the Oghuz elements -\( i^4 \), -\( ni^4 \), -\( yı \), the morphological indicator -\( ni^4 \) belonging to the Chagatai language is also used. Sometimes they even alternate within the same poem. For example: Ey əcəl, al canım, aləmni ansız körəməyin, Canım canansızı cisimən ciansız körəməyin (S. Afshar);

In the ablative case, we see the alternation of morphological indicators of Oghuz (-\( dan^2 \)) and Chagatai (-\( din^2 \)): Səndin bizə lütfin mehribani, Bizdən sənə rəhrü sorgirən. Səndin bizədur tərəqi-yari, Bizdən sənə şıvə dəlfikəri. Səndin bizədər yetən şəfaət, Bizdən sənə nəpsə-əhədə adət (Masihi).

As a part of speech, the numeral differs from modern language only by the facts of archaic language (məşənən: Köp-köp dua və sənadən sonra... – S.Afshar; Bəsi cövr eyləyib olardan istər, Yüksə lə’lə cəvahir, bədrəyi-zər – Fadai). Numerical words related to numerals are also of special interest. Researchers consider almost all lexemes between definite cardinal numerals and objects as enumerative words. In our opinion, words that can’t affect the content when they are removed from between definite cardinal numerals and objects can be numerical words. For example: iki dənə kitab → iki dənə kitab → iki kitab. On the contrary, words that change the content after being removed them can’t be considered as enumerative words. For example: bir qətra qan → bir qətra qan → bir qan ???

The words avuc, qətra, çin, kərəz and sörük used in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language should not be called enumerative words. These must be accepted as a numeral, along with definite cardinal numerals.

There are found all kinds of meaning of pronouns. There are also noted quite archaic pronouns. For the first time, we see the innovation in personal pronoun. In the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, we note the usage of the third person singular
personal pronouns *o* and *ol*. Compared to the classical period before the 17th century, differentiation manifests itself in the intensity of these pronouns. Thus, if before the 17th century the pronoun *ol* prevailed over the pronoun *o* in terms of activity, then from that time the direction towards intensity occurs in the pronoun *o*. The third person plural is used in the form of *olar, onlar*. In modern language, they are used in communication in the form of *onlar, olar, ollar*. One of them – *onlar* is a variant of the fact of literary language, and the other two act in language as a fact of live spoken language. The phonoforms *olar* and *ollar* are the combination of *o* and *ol* pronouns, respectively, that in a live conversation that historical trace manifests itself. In fact, in today’s literary language, since the third person singular pronoun *o* is the leading, its combination in the literary language should have been « *o* + lar = *olar* ». But the variant *onlar* are at the level of norm. This indicates that historically, the third person singular pronouns are *o, ol, and on*, today their combination has gained productivity in the form of *olar, ollar ν onlar*. The existence of the third person singular pronoun *on* is presumably stated. But this has not been confirmed as a fact. It should also be noted that both historically and today, the third person singular pronouns have been used as demonstrative pronouns. We also come across the pronoun *on* both as a personal pronoun and a demonstrative pronoun. We note this as a fact in the language of Masihi and Fadai being from the representatives of the 17th century:

İnsan degil ol mələk şəmail, *On*, məncə, durur həyayə kamil (Masihi).

In our opinion, this means, “*O*, məncə, durur həyayə kamil”. In the following example, the pronoun *on* is used as a demonstrative pronoun:

Buyurdu oğruları sərt, məhkəm, Tutub bağladılar həm əndər *on dəm* (Fadai).

Of course, this means “*o dəm*”. So, in fact, the pronoun *on* is used in the third person singular, but became archaic and left the language. Its historical trace is preserved in the pronoun *onlar (they)*.

Both in nouns in the category of person-predicative and in verbs in the category of person, we are witnessing that the pronoun
being grammarized used in the place of personal ending. We can record this in all other persons, except for the third person. We can register the options in I person singular mən, min; II person singular sən, sin; I person plural ız (biz → ız), II person plural sız as a personal ending. It is true that in the first person plural biz (we), even the pronoun mız which is the plural of the pronoun mən (I), we can’t record as a personal ending with this exact phonoform, but in other Turkic languages is spoken of its existence. This is also presented by B. Chobanzade (in Northern Crimea: kitemız, kalamız, baramız; Kumukca: qetebi, qalabiz, barabiz)32. We can even record using of the variant ol as a personal ending in the old Turkic language. All this proves once again that the personal suffixes are derived from the personal endings. It should be noted that the variant -z of the person or person-predicative category in the I person plural is still the leading one. It is felt that the variant -q, -k is newly entered to the language (for example: Bizik sözsüz onu icrayə hazir – Fadai), but it has become a literary norm since the 18th century.

Rare facts related to the conjugating forms of the verb are also recorded in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. For example, in the second person singular of the imperative form of the verb the facts “+ gəl” (Gəl, ey ana, məna qıl gəl şəfaət, Bu oğlandan mən ol gəl himayət – Fadai) and “-a+ gör; -ə + gör” (İnziva küncünün qaçib, başını qurtara gör – Amani) are examples of this. At first glance, the latter repeats the syntactic structure of the Guba dialects, which is formed by the phonoform “-a + var, -ə + var”. But this is not so. Today, there is also a form in Turkic that enters the live spoken language. This is the structure of “-u / -ü + vər” which, in our opinion, coincides with the form “-a / -ə gör”: Torunlarının gözlerindən öpü vər. When the word ends with the vowel in the second person plural, instead of the grammatical sign -yin4, the usage of the option -niz (bənd eyləniz, fənd eyləniz, pərkənd-pərkənd eyləniz, övraqi-gülqənd eyləniz, şəkərxənd eyləniz), which is characteristic of the Amani language, in our opinion, it includes rare
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Indicative mood of the verb is also full of variations. There are some suffixes that have been used at all stages of the historical development of our language. Differentiation manifests itself only in the frequency of their usage. There are also language facts that are not recorded anywhere. Belonging to the present tense the form -ay tur, -əy tur can be an example of this. This linguistic fact encompasses the whole system of rhymes within an example of a fictional language and is still found in the language of Amani (Olayturmin¹, bolayturmin¹, çixalayturmin¹, qolayturmin², öləytürmin¹, söləytürmin¹). But it is not common. In our opinion, the suffix morpheme -ay tur, -əy tur, which is a rare linguistic fact, is one of the historical phonetic variants of the morphological indicator -a+du, -ə+dü. The morphological indicators of the future tense have remained constant throughout the history of our language. Of course, there are exceptions. For example, the morpheme -ğay² is found in the 17th century language of word masters who not bypassing the Chagatai Turkic. However, the morphological indicator -isər, -asi² used until this period of time in the pre-historical stages of development, is not found in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. We also record rare sound transitions in the negative form of the non-absolute future tense. For example, while r> z (aparmaz), r> n (qilmanım) sound transitions are used in the language of most classics, r> s (olmas), especially r> y (bulmaydur) sound substitutions are new in the morphological system of the 17th century. In particular, the r> y sound transition is a rare linguistic fact. We also accept the morpheme -ay, -əy (Ya rəb, ol saat gərəy kim, çərx rəğmiğə bolay – Amani) as a rare linguistic fact in the optative mood of the verb. Sometimes we come across the expression of the optative mood with the morpheme -ğay, -qey (Ümid oldur ki, eynüm görməgay bir tarini kutəh – Amani). Although the necessity mood of the verb is not in the form of a system, the form «-maq + gərək» is used. The morpheme -məli² is leading as a participial suffix rather than a necessity mood. The conditional mood, as in all historical periods of our language, demonstrates stability in the morphological system of the 17th century with its own suffix -sa².
In the language of the 17th century representatives, we also come across the most ancient forms of particles that create compound conjugated forms of the verb. These are particles *irdi, irmiş*. It should be noted that these facts are also found in the ancient Turkic language. Speaking of the etymology of the particles in question, many researchers believe that they originated from the independent verb *i-* (*i* + *di; i* + *miş*). According to us, these particles are attached to the root *ir*-.. The ancient forms of the particles we have noted providing material for proof of this (*ir* + *di; *ir* + *miş, ir + so...*) The variant of *iməs*, which is intensive in the language of Amani and episodic in the language of Masihi and is equivalent to the particle of *imiş* (Arizuyi-vəsl qılmaq eyb *iməs.– Amani) is a new fact for the morphological system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language of. This is, of course, coming from Chagatai Turkic.

Oghuz and Chagatai elements are found in the non-conjugating forms of the verb, too. There are noteworthy suffix morphemes, which are morphological indicators -*ğali, -goli, -kali, -qali; -madən, -madın* in adverbial participles; and -*kan/-kən, -ğan, -qan* in participles. The presentation one of the participle suffixes -*diq* in the linguistic literature in the form of -*diği, -digi,* in our opinion, is inconsistent with scientific reality.

As for an adverb, as a part of speech, we can say adverb has all types of meaning. There are also archaic adverbs for modern language, which attract special attention due to their phonoform. For example, in the language of classical literature, the adverb *şim* is found, but in our opinion, the adverb in the language of S. Afshar is not found. *Filhal, kəp, əndək, ştab, dərdəm* etc. adverbs are also listed in the order of these types of lexical units.

The second subsection entitled “Historical development of functional parts of speech” follows the historical landscape of functional parts of speech. It is presented here that quantitative variativity refers to functional parts of speech mostly. The study concludes that “there is a lot of phonomorphological variativity, but little difference in terms of functionality”. It turns out that variativity observes in postpositions, and more often in the meanings of togetherness and comparison. In our opinion, attracting special
attention and considering a rare fact is postposition suyu // suyi, which indicates the direction: Rəvanə oldu dərdəm suyi zindan; Giribən şəhrə getdi suyu bazar (Fədai). Of particular interest is along with the postposition, as well as being the inversion here. Thus, if a postposition is added to a word that can be in different cases of noun, it is used here before the word to which it belongs. In our opinion, the postposition suyu // suyi is another phonoform of the postposition sayu denoting direction in the ancient Turkic language. For example: Yir sayu bardığ / We went everywhere (“Kul tigin” monument). The postposition in the meaning of comparison dik // tik coming from the Chagatai Turkic is also one of the rare postpositions for us.

There is a particle mola, which is not recorded anywhere in the particles, and it is equivalent to the particle -mi⁴. This linguistic fact still characterizes the Amani’s language. With the same phonetic cover, this word is now used as an independent word in Turkic and communicates with the semantics of “fasılə (break)”. In modal words, foreignness prevails over nationalism. Although it is a minority in terms of quantity, modal words such as driqa // driğa, bilaşübhə, yəqinim, filməsəl which are selected from the language material of the 17th century, attract special attention.

Variativity is also predominant in conjunctions, and most of the conjunctions in this parallel cover the language of classical literature which covering almost different periods. Of course, compared to modern language, most of them are considered archaic. There are some that have little differentiation with modern language. Thus, while the conjunctions formed by repetition are used mainly in the modern language with da², it is not found in the morphological structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. That is, the form of use is as follows:

həm - həm; nə - nə; gəh - gəh // gah // gəhi // gahi; xah – xah...

Today the conjunction çünki (because) is common in modern language, this is also found in the form çünkin, which, according to us, inside this the trace of ancient history of the subordinate conjunction preserves its origin. Today, in the language of any of the classics, there isn’t found conjunction kin, which demonstrates the frequency of usage in the Western dialect. Taking into account that
the conjunction çünki consists of two components (çün + ki) and each of these parts acts separately in the classical language, then the same thing can be said about the conjunction çünkin (çün + kin). In our opinion, the second component (kin) is undoubtedly one of the oldest variants of the conjunction ki.

In conclusion, it can be said that in the grammatical structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, the elements of Oghuz and Chagatai stand face to face. But the facts of the Chagatai language do not constitute a system. Thus, these elements do not cover the language of all representatives of the 17th century. It is mainly seen in the language of Amani, Masihi, and partly in the language of Sadig bey Afshar and Rahmati. The Oghuz elements always exceed the Chagatai elements.

The second section of the fourth chapter is called “Syntactic norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century”. The historical landscape of the syntactic norm is studied under the sub-headings “Historical development of word combinations”, “Syntax of simple sentence” and “Syntax of composite sentence”. It is noted that in the 17th century, nationalization occurs in the syntactic structure of the language, too. That is, the processes taking place at this historical stage show their influence on the syntactic norm of literary language, too. Nationalization is going on norm. Of course, each period has its own phonetic-spelling, lexical, morphological, as well as syntactic norms. But it is necessary to say that if the phonetic-orthographical, lexical and morphological norms at different stages of historical development of our language, along with integration, also show differentiation, we almost do not see it in the syntactic norm. Because we see stability in the structure of both word combinations and sentence types. But the fact is that democratization takes to its scope izafats that being foreign grammatical patterns. Thus, on the one hand, izafats direct to quantitative minority, on the other hand, from non-generality to generality. In other words, simplification occurs not in all, but in most part of them, that is, their level of understanding increases. The combination of at least one component, or even two components of izafat from Turkified borrowings guarantees this simplification.
There are some izafats that continue their use in our language today with their phonoform and semantics (çərxı-fələk (fortune), qibleyi-aləm (Your Majesty)...). There are also izafats that undergo changes occurring in its structure. What promotes this change is either a grammatical transformation, or the inclusion of that izafat within the frame of pattern of a compound word structure. For example: “Duayi-xeyr → xeyir-dua (blessing)”, “büşati-tøy → toy-büşat (wedding)”, “vəxti-axşam → axşam vaxtı (evening)”, “niyyəti-xeyr → xeyirli niyyət (good intention)”, “abi-hə yat → hə yat suyu (life water)” grammatical transformations are examples of this. In the latter, there is even a lexical transformation. In general, the national grammatical pattern (I, II and III t.a.w.c) in word combinations prevails over the foreign pattern. Even foreign-pattern izafats are included in national attributive word combinations.

It is impossible to imagine the literary-fictional language samples of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century without non-attributive nominal combinations. Günü qara, zülmə zalim, gül üzlü, pərvənə sifət, gözlərə qanlı, gözlərə cəllad, müjə ox, qəmvəsi cəllad, qəmvəsi qanlar içici and so on examples confirm this. But nominal combinations coming from the people such as bəxti qarə, üzü qarə, daş bağırlı, dağdan ağır, ayaq yalın, başı açıq show an increase.

According to the purpose and intonation, all types of sentences are found in the syntactic system of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century. But declarative sentences, with their wide scope, excel others in the Azerbaijani literary language of 17th century. It should be noted that the majority of interrogative sentences in the syntactic structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language are rhetorical questions. These are mostly unanswered question sentences that are common in the ghazal language, one of the genres of classical poetry. Interrogative questions that forming by intonation, on the other hand, do not show intensity at that period of time.

Both types of sentences, which are included in the principle of classification according to modality, are found in the 17th century sources. These consist of affirmative (Qanə döndi yürəgim sibi-
The comparison of two-member and one-member sentences according to quantitatity separated by the participation of the main parts of sentence presents the majority of two-member sentences (Ömrün binası qaib olub... – T.Afshar). As for the internal comparison of one-member sentences in terms of type, the research leads to the conclusion that in the syntactic structure of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century indefinite personal sentences (Dedilər: “Nəsnəmiz yox sənə layiq” – Fədai) are accompanied by quantitative abundance.

The principle of classification according to members, along with all its types, does not enter the syntactic pattern of the 17th century. Because 17th century sources are formed almost entirely on membered sentences. Sentences classified according to different principles are also distinguished by their structure. One of those included in this principle is composite sentences. In the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, there are compound sentences without conjunctions (Söküldü sipər, bölündü xudi, Saçildı şərər, dağıldı dudi – Masihi); it is also found compound sentences with conjunctions (Şahə mənsub olan bir qonçadır bu, Vəli qismət mənə olmuş bu incu – Fədai). The 17th century Azerbaijani literary language also introduces us to sentence types that do not include morphological features that determine predicativeness (Yüzü gül, saçı sünbül, dişləri dürr, ləblərə meygun –Zəfər), but it is not in the form of a system. Specially this unpopularity proves that such predicative suffixless sentences, which extend to the fictional style formed on the basis of the 17th century examples of literary-fictional language, are already living in the last period.

All types of complex sentences according to subordinate clauses are included in the syntactic structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. Subject (Mümkün degil ki, qəşərənz
imasın anlaya – Majzub); predicative (Ašíq oldur, canın qurban edə cananına – Zafar); object (Bildi ki, nədür nigarə kirdar – Masihi); attribute (Nisbət irür ol gəncə ki, viranə ulaşmış – Amani); adverbial modifier (Necəsən bir ah çəkmə, Dağlarda maral yana – Sari Ashig); condition (Qız ilə görüşüb qılmazsa söhbət, Qəbul etməz nə elçi, nə ərizə – Fadai); contrast (Hərçənd ki, az olursa rəğbət, Mən’ arturur arzuvu həsrət – Masihi) etc. subordinate sentences are almost equivalent to the modern Azerbaijani language.

As one of the agglutinative languages in general, as in the various stages of development of our language, stability in the grammatical structure of the 17th century is felt itself with all its scope. According to T. Hajiyev, “language is not an alphabet that we change every day, it is not a spelling rule that experts come together and suggest a good or bad norm. Language is formed when a nation is created, developing in connection with socio-political, economic and cultural conditions and changes naturally” 33 [93, p. 6] and is preserved and passed on to future generations owing to literary and fictional language materials. Specially these literary and fictional language materials play an invaluable role in introducing of the 17th century grammatical norm democracy to the world of science.

The selection of the topic entitled “Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century” as an object of research, the involvement of this research object for the first time in the study on the basis of phonetic, lexical and grammatical (morphological and syntactic) norms of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century has contributed to the achievement of the following scientific results:

1. For the scientific investigating of phonetic, lexical and grammatical norms, first of all, in the 17th century, based on the laws of internal development of language, intra-linguistic processes have been identified. The reality is that from the end of the 16th century to the beginning of the 17th century, new processes began to take place
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in the language. These are the processes of differentiation, stabilization, democratization and reorganization of nationalization. As a result of these processes, the tendency towards live spoken language in norm democratism has been revealed and the intensification of nationalization has been recorded.

2. Taking into account the necessity for the history of language, the phonetic norm of the 17th century, which is selected as the subject of research for the first time, hasn’t been analyzed separately, but in unity with the orthographic norm. It has been determined that the normalization of the 17th century phonetic-orthographical system of the Azerbaijani literary language is gradual, and one of the main reasons for this delay is due to inconsistencies between the Arabic phonographic system and the national phonographic system.

The existence of new graphic forms belonging to the conventional signs of vowels and consonants’ system in writing has been identified and presented. The syncretism of vowels and consonants’ conventional signs in writing has been revealed on the basis of examples selected from 17th century linguistic materials. The parallelity of uttered sounds has been investigated, and as a result of the variativity of sounds, new phonoforms of the word belonging to the live spoken language have been revealed. Based on the new realized phonetic covers, it was determined that the entrance of live utterance norm into the Aruz language and its scope was expanded. It has been recorded that the lexical units that have acquired a new phonetic cover are compatible with the live spoken language, and this leads to activation.

3. All types law of harmony - mainly the harmony of vowels, the harmony of consonants as much as the language materials allow, as well as the harmony of consonants with vowels have been followed. The law of harmony, specifically the labial harmony was examined from a new angle and the final result was obtained. It was revealed that the sphere of influence of the Tabriz-Shirvan dialects, which played the role of koine of the literary language until the 17th century, has been still preserved in the phonetic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, however, it turned out that the Karabakh dialect peculiarities had already shifted the influence of the
language towards predominance.

4. For the scientific analysis of the lexical norm involved in the research for the first time, the general landscape of the active vocabulary in this period has been studied. Some words of Turkic origin and even uncommon foreign lexical language facts in the vocabulary are systematically directed towards the archaization beginning in the late 16th and early 17th centuries has been first identified and presented in this research work. The reasons for the abandonment of the language of the word, as well as the fact that it remained in the language and became a literary language, were also revealed. The role and leading position of the national language has been presented more clearly here.

5. Revealing historical place of many lexemes in the modern language, which lost their functionality and moved away from the language and could not rise to the level of the norm of literary language, has been brought to attention. It has been determined by actual language examples that these lexical units exist mainly independently in the roots of words and in the components of lexical units with complex structures. With reference to the linguistic material of the 17th century, even today the most ancient phonoforms and initial semantic capacities of lexical units preserved in the vocabulary of our language and rising to the level of literary language norms have been presented with remarkable facts.

6. The process of word formation in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language has been followed, new lexical language units, which are manifestation of renewal, have been revealed. The share of Turkic-originating in word formation has been determined statistically. As a result of the research, it has been noted that word formation in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, both morphologically and syntactically, has been strong, and its presence has been revealed in the ratio of about 50:50. In the system of suffixes involved in word formation, it has been determined that nationality has a share, but it has been found that the prefixes don’t lost their activity. Although it has been noted that some of the recorded lexical units have traditionally joined the process of word-formation in the traditional way, it has been determined that many of
them are the product of the 17th century lexicon, that is, a part of the occasional lexicon (for example: almaçi, zindançi, komaçi, tufəngçi, şəbənəmzadə, firəngizadə, təqribən, imdadlanmaq, azadlanmaq...). In word formation syntactically, the establishment of innovation on the basis of the nationalism has been presented vividly, the attitude to the issue of complex verbs has been expressed. In general, it has been brought to attention that the lexical samples created as a result of word formation brought wealth by innovating the derivatological fund of the century.

7. The lexical-semantic landscape of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language has been comprehensively studied, homonyms, synonyms and antonyms which are indicators of the lexical system of this historical stage included in the enrichment of the vocabulary have been analyzed, their absolute and contextual nature has been explained by intra-textual interpretations. The components of homonyms, synonyms and antonyms, which are of special importance in illuminating the lexical-semantic landscape of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language are grouped according to their origin and grammatical specificity, as well as their two-membered, three-membered and, finally, multi-membered structure have been recorded and presented. It has been revealed that in the lexical-semantic system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, lexemes of Turkic origin stepped along with borrowings, and in this parallellity, lexical samples of national origin have been dominated by Turkified Arabic and Persian language units.

8. Compared to the previous classical stages, the increase of phraseological combinations, which are considered to be the leading lexical fact of the genres of folk poetry, has been revealed in the language materials written in the 17th century. The expressive potential of the phrases from the point of view of origin has been studied, the leading role of Turkic-originating has been recorded in the components. The general comprehensibility of the borrowings within the national pattern has been revealed. It has been noted that the phraseological combinations of words of Turkic origin have an abundance of quantity and quality, and they have become a mass in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. It has been noted that
among the petrified phrasemes that came from the more live spoken language, there have also been phrasemes that we don’t hear, but still has an individual character with a national spirit. With the determination of the growth of phraseme potential, it has been once again confirmed that the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language was in the stream of nationalism.

9. Proverbs, sayings, aphorisms that express the figurativeness in the language, but are equivalent to the sentence, having an invaluable share in being increased the poetic power of the fictional style, and installing the 17th century Azerbaijan literary language to the stream of nationalism with their popularity, both as they are and in a way that has undergone some form change while maintaining content indicators have been revealed. The settlement of the phraseological exclamations, which are similar to the petrified sentence in the vernacular, has been confirmed by the choice of linguistic facts, and it has been shown that they gave impetus to the leading of democratism in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language.

10. In the language of classical literature up to the 17th century the lexical units that forming metaphor, their arrival to the language of aruz as common words in the 17th century, the acquisition coverage of dialect lexicon in the language has been presented as an influential force in the installing literary language to the stream of nationalism. The transfer of most of the lexical facts that acquiring reality in the vocabulary of the 17th century to the vocabulary of our modern language has been assessed as a result of the harmony between classical and modern languages.

11. Based on the linguistic material of this historical stage, the grammatical norm of the Azerbaijani literary language of the 17th century has been researched fully for the first time in the morphological and syntactic system parallellity. In comparison with the modern Azerbaijani literary language, the similarities and differences in the morphological system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language have been identified and brought to attention. In the morphological norm of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, it has been determined that the Oghuz and
Chagatai elements coexisted, but the dominant share is on the side of the Oghuz language facts. Although the Chagatai elements don’t form a system, they have been recorded in the language of prominent masters of speech, such as Amani, Masihi, and partly Sadig bey Afshar and Rahmati, who represent this historical period, and have been presented in abundance of facts. The prevention of the transition of the Chagatai elements to the 18th century, which was accepted as the result of the special source of influence of the Herat literary school, specifically, such as Hussein Baygara, Alisher Navai has been assessed as a reality at the historical stage of expanding the functional capabilities of the national language.

12. In addition to the general landscape of the parts of speech, each part of speech has been studied separately. Attitude towards the existence of a degree category of adjectives has been expressed, and language elements that rising to the level of the norm of literary language for each part of speech, as well as those that remained outside of stabilization, has identified and presented. For the first time, a new scientific approach has been shown in the approach to numerical words registered in the numerical system based on language material. Due to the factual research, it has been determined that not all language units that are active between a definite cardinal numerals and objects should be presented in the order of numerical words. Not all of them, but some of them, if expressing more specific, language facts that omit their impact on the indicator of content should be considered as numerative words.

13. For the first time, the oldest variants of personal and demonstrate pronouns being found in the language of the 17th century representatives - Masihi and Fadai have been presented in this research work.

14. It has been determined that morphological indicators belonging to the category of person are more characteristic among the suffix morphemes that show differentiation. The variativity has been determined in getting grammaticized of the pronoun as a personal suffix, and in this parallel, the recording of many facts has been evaluated with the influence of the Chagatai language.

15. Variativity was also recorded in the tense suffixes, but a
morphological indicator such as -ay tür, -əy tür, which is parallel to the present tense suffixes (-ı r^4, -ı, -r, -adu^2) has been presented as a rare linguistic fact. Among the sound transitions that show themselves in the negation of the future indefinite tense (in -ar^2 suffix: r > z, r > n, r > s) the sound transition r > y, -ay^2 suffix morpheme which is equivalent to -a^2 in the optative mood of the verb, and the existence of old forms such as erdi // irdi, ermiş has also been identified and presented among the particles that make up the compound structure of conjugating forms of the verbs.

16. Along with the suffix morphemes belonging to the conjugating forms of the verb recorded in the modern Azerbaijani literary language, specifically, suffixes belonging to adverbial participle ğali, -ĝəli; kali, -qali, -madin, -mədin; suffixes belonging to participle -ğan, -qan have been recorded and presented as a fact coming from Chagatai.

17. Interesting phonoforms related to auxiliary parts of speech, specifically to the types of meanings of postpositions (for example, bilən, birə, bıla, ilən, lən, nən along with ilə; kibi, dək, dik, tik, asa, -ciləyən^2 along with kimi and tək; sarın, sayu, suyi along with sarı; qeyr along with qeyri; içün, çin, çünkən along with postposition üçün), linguistic facts such as mola along with traditional interrogative particles; bolay along with traditional optative particles, vü, ү, vəlakin, vəgər... from conjunctions have been selected from the 17th century language material and brought to the attention of the analysis. And the syncretic nature of the conjunction və i.e. the equivalence of və // (and), və // (comma), və // (dot) has been informed to be still accompanied by continuity in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language. It has been determined that this parallellity is more in the language of prose than in the language of poetry.

18. It has been determined that in the 17th century, as in various historical periods, phonetic, orthographical, lexical and morphological norms showing differentiality, but in the syntactic norm of the 17th century it doesn’t seen. Also, the syntactic norm of the 17th century have been provided by statistical facts that nationalization took place - the national grammatical pattern
prevailed the foreign one, and democratization also covered the izafats, as well as the development of izafats towards simplifying in all historical periods. It has also been factually pointed out that while in the 17th century the Turkic national pattern of attributive word combinations have entered the aruz without hindrance and become popular in the aruz language, izafats (of course, not to take account exceptions) don’t able to enter the language of folk poetry genres.

19. As a result of research, it has been found that all types of sentences, both in terms of structurally and semantically, are in the syntactic pattern of the 17th century, and sentence types containing all the principles of classification of the sentence gaining coverage in this historical period of nationalization. It has been revealed that in the sentence which existing on the basis of the predicativity, falling intonation, and modality, main parts, as well as the secondary parts of sentence that depend on the them but serving to expand the scope of the communicative function, are stable, and there are no fundamental changes in sentence structure and expressive function.

20. As for composite sentences, in the study the existence of both conjunctive and non-conjunctive variants of compound and complex sentences, and all types of complex sentences according to subordinate clauses have been identified and presented. However, it has been revealed that object subordinate clauses are active in a broader range in the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language and have a more mass character. The popularity and abundance of types of sentences “Dedim...”, “Dedi...” that serve the language of communication have been highlighted as factors that unite the nationalization. The service of this type of sentences to the prose language, the minimal use of borrowings, their high level of understanding, as well as the level of reality of the style of folk poetry in the language... have been revealed and all these have been assessed as an expression of maximum manifestation of nationalization.

In the syntactic structure of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language, the presence of composite sentences without morphological indicators conditioning predicativity has been noted, however, as a result that they were not systematic and therefore did
not show intensity, it has been determined that sentences without predicative indicators already live their last period.

21. Although the grammatical norm formed a unique autonomy in the 17th century, it has been pointed out that, as in all historical periods, the linking function between phonetic and lexical norms and the grammatical norm has continued in this century too. Thus, as in the phonetic and lexical norms, in the grammatical system of the 17th century, directing of nationalization towards leading has been determined and presented.

22. The gradual beginning of the closeness between the Azerbaijani literary language and the national language of the 17th century, its development in the spirit of subordination to the national language and taking the start to the maximum limit has been accepted as the main line of this historical stage. As a result, the rise of nationalization from the norm minimum to the norm maximum, which began in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, has been assessed as the leading direction of development of this historical stage. As a result, it has been determined that, in fact, the grammatical system of the 17th century Azerbaijani literary language is the Azerbaijani language itself.

23. As a result of the research, it has also been presented that the 17th century as it served a linking function between the centuries before and after it, expressing the role of a bridge that combined tradition and innovation in itself. Due to this expressive function, towards the end of the 17th century, transcending tradition with innovation that took place within it, settled as a result of differentiation it transfers the stabilized, nationalized Azerbaijani language to the 18th century and acts as a guarantor of the rise of new intra-linguistic processes at this historical stage.
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